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General Information
The adopted Dudley Area Action Plan can be downloaded from the Council’s website on the
following link:
http://www.dudley.gov.uk/resident/planning/planning-policy/local-developmentframework/dudley-aap/
For further information about this document, please contact:
Dudley Council,
Planning and Regeneration Service,
Council House,
Priory Road, Dudley,
DY1 1HF
Telephone 01384 814136
Twitter: https://twitter.com/PlanningDudley
Website:https://www.dudley.gov.uk/resident/planning/planning-policy
Email localplan@dudley.gov.uk
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1.

Introduction: What is an Area Action Plan?

1.1
The role of this Area Action Plan (AAP) is to set out how Dudley Town Centre will
develop and change over the plan period. The Dudley Area Action Plan forms part of Dudley
Borough’s Local Plan and will be a starting point for making decisions on planning applications
in the area. The adopted AAP will contain a vision for what we want to achieve in the town
centre by 2026, and through its policies and site allocations, it will set out how that vision will
be delivered. The AAP will include a policies map to pull together and spatially represent the
various issues and themes which together inform the document.
Dudley AAP Publication Document
1.2
Throughout its preparation, the AAP has been informed by an ongoing Sustainability
Appraisal (SA) process and a Sustainability Appraisal Report. The report promotes sustainable
development through the integration of environmental, social and economic conditions
throughout the preparation of the AAP. The Sustainability Appraisal Report has assessed both
the policies and allocations and concluded that they are broadly consistent with the SA
objectives and the opportunity sites are likely to lead to positive changes in the image and
character of the area.
1.3
The AAP has also been subject to a Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) to
demonstrate that the proposals and policies will not adversely affect any European sites
protected for their nature conservation importance, such as Special Areas of Conservation
(SACs). The HRA specifically looked at the potential for population growth in the DAAP area to
increase visitor activities at Cannock Chase SAC and concluded that any increase would not
have a significant adverse impact on the nature conservation value of the SAC.
1.4
The AAP has been informed by an Equality Impact Assessment which assessed the
potential effects of the policies on different types of people. The analysis has had due regard to
the three aims of the Equality Duty to:
-

Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
prohibited by the Act;

-

Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic
and people who do not share it; and

-

Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and people
who do not share it.
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2.

Setting the Context

2.1
The Development Planning Framework for Dudley Town Centre consists of the Black
Country Core Strategy and the Dudley AAP. The AAP updates the Dudley Town Centre
policies and proposals, building on the principles and visions contained in the previous
Unitary Development Plan, Area Development Framework, the Black Country Core Strategy
and Conservation Area Appraisals.
2.2
All documents prepared by the council must be in general conformity with the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) published by the Department for Communities
and Local Government DCLG in April 2012. The NPPF provides a framework within which
local people can be involved in planning for their areas in the context of sustainable
development.
The Black Country Core Strategy
The four Black Country Authorities of Dudley, Sandwell, Walsall and Wolverhampton
2.3
prepared and adopted the Black Country Core Strategy as the strategic planning document
for the Black Country on 3rd February 2011. The Core Strategy identifies an approach
founded on Strategic Centres and Regeneration Corridors. Within Dudley Borough, Brierley
Hill has been identified as the Strategic Town Centre where most retail, office and leisure
development will be focussed. It draws together major proposals for the strategic centres
and other areas with the overlapping of housing and employment regeneration corridors to
create an integrated network.
2.4
The Regeneration Corridor boundaries broadly reflect the distribution of large
parcels of employment land and housing sites across the Black Country and the backbone
for this network is a system of sustainable transport routes and the extensive canal system.
Proposals for the Regeneration Corridors aim to achieve the right balance of jobs and
housing in the sub-region.
2.5
Dudley Town Centre lies within Regeneration Corridor 11a which rises from the
Tame Valley over the Rowley Hills at Dudley Town Centre and then follows the Dudley and
Stourbridge Canal to Brierley Hill Town Centre. It is intended that this corridor will be served
by a new rapid transit network which will provide first class access to the rest of the Black
Country and to Birmingham.
2.6
The Core Strategy expects that development in this corridor will focus on housing
development in and around the rejuvenated market town of Dudley combined with a
tourism focus of regional and national repute based on the Black Country Living Museum,
Dudley Zoo, Dudley Castle, the Canal Trust and the geological and heritage assets in and
4

around the town centre. It is also intended that the corridor will have an excellent green
infrastructure through enhanced green spaces and parks as well as increased biodiversity
and improved links into such areas as Saltwells Nature Reserve, Wrens Nest Nature Reserve,
Fens Pool Special Area of Conservation and Barrow Hill Nature Reserve into the open
countryside beyond.
Dudley ADF and the Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area Appraisal
2.7
The Dudley ADF and Conservation Area Appraisal were adopted as Supplementary
Planning Guidance (SPG) in 2004 and 2005 respectively and presented a shared vision,
development strategy and illustrative development framework plan to help shape Dudley
town centre. They provided a framework to manage, guide and target change and inspire
action to drive forward the process of rejuvenating Dudley town centre through
consultation and negotiation with key stakeholders, development partners and the
community. The Dudley Conservation Area Appraisal provided a platform from which
applications could be made to the Heritage Lottery (HLF) and Historic England (formally
English Heritage) for external funding for the recently completed Townscape Heritage
Initiative scheme (THI) which has seen the repair and improvement of key historic buildings
within the Conservation Area.
2.8
The Dudley AAP will take forward and update the ADF and replace the ADF as the
planning framework for future development of the town centre.

Figure 1: Dudley Castle
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3.

Spatial Vision and Objectives

The Vision for Dudley Town Centre
3.1
The vision for Dudley Town Centre is a statement of where Dudley Council and its
community want to get to and what this Area Action Plan should deliver:
‘Dudley is a historic market town looking to the future. By 2026 it will be a town which
serves the needs of its local population and which remains the strong focus for civic life, for
town centre living, for shopping, tourism and heritage, leisure and education.
This will be achieved by reshaping and reasserting its role within the Borough, drawing on its
considerable assets, encouraging investment in opportunities and ensuring that Dudley
becomes a place with a richer mix of town centre uses. The environmental and historic
quality, green infrastructure, transport connectivity, accessibility and safety and security of
all the town centre activities and assets will be enhanced. Street trees and urban planting
will provide extensive benefits for healthy urban living in terms of improving air quality,
cooling and water quality ’
The Objectives for Dudley Town Centre
3.2
To deliver the vision for Dudley, clearly defined and measurable objectives are
needed. These objectives will guide the preparation and implementation of the strategy and
the monitoring of its achievements. The objectives for Dudley Town Centre are listed under
the three main themes of:
•
•
•
3.3
•

•

•

•

Achieving economic prosperity
Maintaining a high quality built, historic and natural environment
Developing and ensuring social inclusion.
Achieving Economic Prosperity
To define the boundary of the primary shopping area, identify the shop frontages
which should be protected and determine the wider town centre boundary so that
retail and non-retail development can be guided to appropriate locations
To continue to develop Dudley as a tourism and leisure destination within the Black
Country, utilising its historic assets and ensure that the Castle Hill Leisure Cluster is
integrated into the town centre
To foster the civic function of the town centre and facilitate long-term economic
development through the diversification of the economic base and create job
opportunities where possible
To support and encourage local businesses and enterprises and to welcome and
encourage investment within the town centre by building on the success of
completed developments such as the innovative college campus and the
6

•
•
•
•

refurbishment and renewal of town centre buildings and of the public realm to
encourage development
To encourage and facilitate further residential development within the town centre
to help stimulate activity in the town centre both during the day and in the evening
To create the opportunity for everyone to enjoy a good quality of life and good health
which can assist with economic productivity
Utilise the historic environment of Dudley to positively impact upon the economy and
heritage tourism.
To improve safety and security through good design and layout that will assist in
deterring crime, anti-social behaviour and reduce the fear of crime.
Maintaining a High Quality Built, Historic and Natural Environment

3.4
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Fully embrace the principles of sustainable development and climate change
adaptation and mitigation in order to improve the general state of the environment
and the quality of life.
To ensure that the special character and quality of Dudley’s historic environment is
fully appreciated in terms of its townscape and landscape, buildings, streets, public
spaces, plan form and archaeology – and that this is exploited to its best advantage
and recognised by the community at large as one of the town’s greatest assets.
To achieve consistently high quality design of new development and the
enhancement of existing buildings, streets, spaces and landscape within Dudley
Town Centre and beyond.
To protect and improve access to Dudley’s unique landscape and natural assets
including the Castle grounds and surrounding areas and beyond to the Wrens Nest
Local Nature Reserve.
To support a Sustainable Growth Agenda by providing the opportunity for people to
use alternative transport (such as cycle routes and walkways) which will benefit the
environment and people’s general health.
To provide a sufficient quantity and quality of green and open space for sport,
recreation, and leisure uses and to encourage a strong network of Green
Infrastructure.
To help facilitate the recommendations of the Local Flood Management Strategy,
encourage sustainable drainage and encourage the use of green roofs in the design
of new development.
To support improvements to town centre facilities and infrastructure to support new
development.
To provide, protect and enhance a well connected landscape and public realm
setting of streets, routes and public spaces that is attractive, safe, lively and pleasant
to use that also reinforces the greening of the town centre.
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Developing and Ensuring Social Inclusion

3.5
•

•

•
•

•

To encourage social inclusion for all by improving accessibility to jobs, shopping,
education, health, sport and leisure facilities, open space, whilst minimising the need
to travel.
Improve the movement of pedestrians and cyclists as part of a multi-modal
connectivity and by adopting urban design principles, creating an attractive and safe
environment.
Ensure that a variety of types and tenures of new homes are provided to meet the
needs of the population, catering for choice and provision of affordable housing.
To improve the ease of movement to the town centre from adjoining areas, and
within the centre between points of arrival and major destinations through the
integration of a network of well-connected and direct streets, routes and spaces
made more easy to navigate.
Protect and enhance the historical environment of Dudley to support social inclusion
through its principles of social and communal values.
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4. Area Action Plan and Town Centre Boundaries
The Area Action Plan Boundary
4.1
The AAP has defined the area to which it relates. The Dudley AAP boundary
surrounds Dudley’s Town Centre and its Conservation Area and encompasses the Castle Hill
area and its Conservation Area which includes Dudley Castle and Zoo; The Black Country
Living Museum on the western side of the Tipton Road; the Dudley Canal Trust and Priory
Hall and Park to the west of the Castle. These areas have been included as they, (together
with the immediately adjacent Wrens Nest National Nature Reserve); embody the special
landscape and historic character of the area. The Castle Hill area has a globally unique
cluster of heritage attributes that ensure this area’s future profile and success in the visitor
economy. It is therefore of great importance to ensure they are connected physically to the
town centre.
Town Centre Boundary
4.2
The town centre boundary includes the primary shopping area and areas of
predominantly leisure, business and other main town centre uses. Dudley Town Centre
boundary incorporates many important civic buildings, local and regional landmarks such as
the two churches at each end of the High Street, the two locally recognised statues (Duncan
Edwards and The Earl of Dudley) and public open space at Priory Gardens and Stone Street
Square.
4.3
For an explanation on the Town Centre Boundary, Primary Shopping Area and
Protected Primary Frontages please refer to the Shopping and Town Centre Uses Chapter 7.
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5.

Sustainable Place-making

5.1
Sustainable place-making involves achieving consistently high quality urban design,
architecture and landscape that is sustainable. It proactively manages change by promoting
high quality buildings and public realm that will enhance the town’s appearance, to attract
inward investment and enhance the user and visitor experience. Dudley’s character and
distinctiveness will be strengthened by ensuring that new development respects the local
and wider context of the town’s buildings and green spaces, and through the improvement
of connections throughout the town and to adjacent heritage assets. Sustainable
development embraces the principles of good urban design which focus on social,
economic, transport and environmental factors. It ensures that places, and developments
within them, are sufficiently adaptable to meet the needs of the present population,
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

Figure 2: Dudley College Evolve Buildings

Sustainable Development
5.2
The Black Country Core Strategy promotes growth in the most accessible locations,
within Strategic Centres and along public transport corridors. Significant new green
infrastructure will be created within new developments, helping to mitigate the effect of
climate change. The protection and promotion of associated heritage assets within or
adjacent to such development schemes will be done to make inner urban areas more
attractive and desirable places to live.
5.3
The overall sustainability of individual or collected structures and infrastructure of
an area will be supported by integrating them within the landscape and connecting them to
wider initiatives such as the global Geopark. The protection of, and where possible
extension or enhancement of, green corridors including footpaths and cycle ways connect
places, provides alternative transportation options, aids with climate mitigation and
recognises the importance of biodiversity and geotourism economy roles and significantly
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increase the sustainability of any development. The green infrastructure has a significant
role to play in environmental improvements: collectively the contributions of parks, urban
woodland, nature reserves, private gardens, street edges and surface water management
through sustainable urban drainage schemes (SUDS) play a very important role in the
liveability and maintenance of the landscape, and the desire to retain and maintain its
character and function. These sustainable measures also have the opportunity to increase
aesthetic quality and enjoyment of local places and can add many quality of life attributes,
significantly impact mental and physical wellbeing and provide a sense of local focus.
Policy 1 – Sustainable Development
All proposals will include measures to help promote sustainable development by:
•
•
•

•
•

The re-use of existing buildings where possible, contributing to environmental
quality;
The re-use of or recycling of onsite materials and the use of locally sourced,
environmentally sound materials;
Contributing to local biodiversity and geodiversity by sensitive design, encourage
energy efficiency and the use of emerging clean and energy-efficient technologies
and in so doing, minimise the use of non-renewable energy resources and
encouraging the use of renewable and low carbon energy technologies;
Successfully adapting to climate change and reducing greenhouse gas emissions
whilst providing inclusive development for all users now and in the future;
Demonstrating how they have taken account of the following to create sustainable
life-styles and places:
o Energy and CO2 emissions
o Materials
o Surface water run off
o Waste
o Pollution
o Health and wellbeing
o Biodiversity and Ecology

Design Quality
5.4
Dudley Town Centre has a distinguished heritage as a planned medieval market town
set out along a limestone ridge and providing distinctive landmarks that can be identified
from distant views, for example the spire of St Thomas’s (Top) Church at the western end of
the town and the remains of Dudley Castle to the east. On each side of the linear connection
of High Street, Market Place and Castle Street connecting these landmarks, lies the streets,
lanes and alleyways whose course has altered little since their medieval layout. There are
11

two designated Conservation Areas within the AAP boundary, the Dudley Town Centre
Conservation Area and the Castle Hill Conservation Area.
5.5
Whilst the remains of the medieval buildings have substantially changed, the
patterns of connection, burgage plot and the topography of the town is clear in many places
and provides a structure to both respect and inspire new development. The fundamental
place-making objective is to ensure that the opportunities for changes to the buildings and
spaces in the town are sensitively designed positively managed, and contribute improving
the attractiveness and understanding of the urban landscape.
5.6
Managing change in the town will be carried out at different scales from very small
scale opportunities to larger projects. In all cases attention to scale, mass, height, building
form, building frontage, roofscape, impact on skyline, views and vistas will need to be taken
into account and considered within the context of the whole landscape to ensure that
development compliments the many areas of good built structure and overall townscape
character (such as that found within the renovations in the market place, Priory Street and
Wolverhampton Street). Change is the process that offers opportunities to enhance the
quality of the urban landscape, to repair part of the streetscape where there are gap sites
that reduce the continuity of enclosure (such as in Tower Street), and to modify existing
development in a way that is more sensitive to the rhythm, proportion and interest of the
buildings and overall townscape in that area of the town.
5.7
Particular attention will be given to larger sites such as Flood Street/New Mill Street,
where significant opportunities exist to introduce new streets, new areas of buildings, new
spaces and new uses to improve the life and structure of the town. Such large scale
developments have great potential to add value to the landscape, character and heritage
content of the town through good design and sensitive choice of building materials. Such
developments introduce new geodiversity and artistic improvements that enhance the user
experience, support large scale initiatives such as the global geopark project, and
attractiveness to future development and inward investment in the town. The Conservation
Area Character Appraisal for Dudley Town Centre and Castle Hill is of direct relevance when
considering proposals for change that fall within the boundary of the two Conservation
Areas or that could affect their setting.
5.8
Development proposals to the east of King Street and lying outside of the Dudley
Town Centre Conservation Area should also demonstrate how they contribute quality and
distinctiveness to the overall area. Any new and potentially more contemporary design must
demonstrate a holistic approach to place-making that relates well and properly connects to
the town centre. These two identified areas currently lack spatial and place definition and
being of a large scale (in comparison to other areas of the town centre redevelopment)
within the Conservation Area, any new development will have a significant impact which
must demonstrate that it contributes in a positive way.
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Policy 2 – Design Quality
Development should:
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Enhance existing character to ensure that new buildings and public realm
complement the locally distinctive character areas of the town through appropriate
layout, density, mix, height, massing, detail and materials;
Enhance connectivity via a network of existing and new streets and public spaces
ensuring accessibility and permeability;
Create a continuity of active frontages where new buildings clearly define private
and public areas. The provision of service yards should be discretely accommodated
away from the public realm;
Be located at intersections of routes, junctions, and gateways should be of landmark
quality to help strengthen legibility of the town;
Consider a mix of compatible uses, and high quality public realm should be promoted
across the town using both existing buildings and new development to create a
vibrant town centre;
Promote well designed lighting schemes to create an attractive and safe
environment with increased surveillance;
Ensure that ‘Secured by Design Standards’ are met to create a safe and attractive
environment;
Maintain/manage environments to ensure continued sustainability.

The Dudley Area Action Plan Framework
5.9
The Dudley Area Action Plan Framework Plan describes and illustrates key placemaking principles to inform more detailed study and advice within Dudley Town Centre and
the AAP boundary. Refer to the Urban Design AAP Evidence Base for further explanation
and analysis.
5.10 The Framework Plan has identified physical assets of the town and assessed them as
elements to protect, improve or renew. The explanation below describes these elements
and gives examples. The detailed assessment that underlies this advice can be found within
the Urban Design evidence bases that have been prepared for the AAP.
5.11

The explanatory note to the Framework Key can be referred to in Appendix 2.
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Plan 1: Dudley Area Action Plan Framework
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Urban Structure and Built Form
5.12 Urban structure describes the framework of routes and spaces that connect locally
and more widely, and the way development, routes and open spaces relate to one another.
The medieval part of the town layout is fairly well preserved in the core area and many
tourist attractions are based on its natural and historic assets. The medieval town layout is
centred on the Market Place, with a strong connection to the Castle and the buildings
contained along the street that connects Top (St Thomas’) and Bottom (St Edmund’s)
Church, namely the Historic Central Spine. The medieval layout combined with the latter
street patterns and urbanisation gives us the current urban structure of Dudley town centre.
5.13 Built form is the presence of buildings and structure in an area. A group of buildings
and structures with specific layout, scale and appearance can create a unique sense of place
and identity. Dudley town centre has a prominent skyline and roofscape, accentuated by the
topography and defined by bold built form such as the church spires/towers of top and
bottom churches and the clock tower on the town hall. The castle provides a unique
backdrop and outlook from many viewpoints around the town centre. These features are
important landmarks which help people to navigate or identity with a particular location.
5.14 However, some aspects of the current built form (e.g. those areas backing onto
some parts of the town) are weak especially where servicing areas face the street. There is
also a lack of prominent built form to address the gateways of the town centre, arrival
points and visitor attractions. Good urban design at these entry points is particularly
important in providing first impressions of the town. This aspect is particularly important
when considered in terms of the global geopark project, and its international geotourism
aspirations.
5.15 Regarding building height and massing, generally, most of the buildings within the
historic core are between three and four storeys with some taller buildings scattered around
the town centre. Buildings above four storeys can be found along Castle Hill, Trindle Road
and King Street. Most of these also have larger footprints compared to those buildings in
the historic core. Taller buildings include the two historic churches and some of the post
1960s office buildings.
Policy 3 – Urban Structure and Built Form
New development should respond appropriately to the existing layout of buildings, streets,
roads and spaces to ensure that adjacent buildings relate to one another, streets and roads
are connected, and spaces are complementary to their surroundings. New development
should:
•

Be positioned close to the edge of the development blocks to provide active building
fronts and entrances to public spaces and retain private space to the rear;
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•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Include buildings and trees to frame and enclose streets, to create a higher visual
prominence for pedestrians and shorter site lines to support road safety;
Address the built form in relation to sunlight, daylight and microclimate to ensure
good living and working conditions, and public spaces;
Improve existing streets or create new streets that support the character and land
use of the area considering their potential role as routes and their importance as
local public spaces to accommodate non travel activities;
Promote accessibility and safe local routes by making places, attractions and arrival
points that connect appropriately thereby encouraging more people to walk and
cycle to local destinations;
Be designed so that buildings contribute collectively, through their height and
massing to the spaces they define;
Contribute to creating distinctive townscape in the town centre, or to reinforce
existing townscape character;
Respect existing building lines, especially in relation to historic buildings and existing
townscape value.

Sense of Place and Connectivity
5.16 Improving the sense of arrival and the way people move and find their way around
the town centre is an important objective of the AAP, as it reinforces a sense of place and
connections to other distinctive places and heritage assets across the Black Country.
Significant to the Dudley AAP area are its unique historic and environmental assets and its
tourism role, therefore it is essential that these components are connected to ensure
residents and visitors can navigate their way from place to place effectively. The following
policy aims to ensure that new development takes account of the surrounding areas and
provides links to improve legibility of the area.
Policy 4 – Sense of Place and Connectivity
Development proposals should:
• Enhance the sense of arrival by improving existing gateways and where appropriate
create new ones that reinforce principal routes and spaces;
• Respond appropriately to the site and its surroundings, creating links between areas
to improve navigation through the town centre;
• Encourage new high quality built form that create street enclosure on opportunity
sites and gap sites;
• Create architectural corner features and new landmark features to improve the
understanding of the town, especially on the north eastern and southern parts of the
town;
• Improve existing and create new public spaces that provide a good setting for urban
landscape, and people’s enjoyment of that landscape;
16

•

Increase public art features to improve the attractiveness and appearance of the
town, for these to act as landmarks or ‘signposts’ that help navigation within and
around the town and to increase the sense of distinctiveness of place which will assist
in defining the character areas;

Landmarks, Views and Vistas
5.17 Views and landmarks within Dudley help people find their way around and add
variety and interest to the townscape that reinforces its sense of place and gives local
identity. When buildings are designed poorly, or when they are out of scale or sited within
particular sight lines, it can have a detrimental impact on the quality of the view and
amenity it offers to local people and visitors. The Dudley Urban Historic Landscape
Characterisation (UHLC) and the Conservation Area Character Appraisals for Dudley Town
Centre and Castle Hill are of direct relevance when considering views, landmarks and vistas
into, out of and within the boundary of the two Conservation Areas or that could affect their
setting.
Policy 5 – Landmarks, Views, Vistas and Gateways
New development and proposed alterations to existing buildings should:
• Safeguard and enhance local and important views, vistas, landmarks and gateways
within and at the edges of the town centre;
• Protect key gateway buildings that give the town character and respect building
lines, where appropriate, to assist the continuity of the town’s heritage and help
secure and improve views and vistas;
• Respect the height and mass and visibility of existing Dudley landmarks. Such
landmarks should not be overwhelmed by new development nor their setting
compromised. Consideration of the effect on setting has regard to the importance of
the landmark, the extent of any harm, and the benefit arising from development;
• Ensure that new buildings have a scale, mass, height and impact that is responsive to
its context and sensitive to its roofscape/skyline;
• Create variations in roofscape that will respect important local and strategic views;
• Ensure that larger development facades and rooflines should reduce their scale and
massing by subdividing into smaller architectural elements.
Where new development is likely to have an impact on an identified view, skyline or
landmark, accurate visual representations will be required as part of any development
proposals. Choice of materials and finishes need careful consideration in order to protect and
enhance the existing design context.
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The following landmarks, gateways, views and vistas should be protected where possible in
accordance with the above Policy considerations:
Protected Strategic Landmarks
L1 - Dudley Castle and Hill
L2 - St Thomas’s Church
L3 - St Edmunds Church
Roofscape Views
RV1 – Inhedge Gardens towards Castle Hill
Edge Gateway
EG1 – Birmingham New Road, Tipton Road and Dudley Southern Bypass/Castle hill
EG2 – Trindle Road /Hall St/ Birmingham St/King St
EG3 – King St/Upper High Street
EG4 – Dudley Southern Bypass/Flood Street
EG5 – Himley Road/Wolverhampton St/ The Parade
EG6 – Priory Road/Broadway
EG7 – Claughton Road North/ Bridge over Duncan Edwards Way
Inner Gateways
IG1 – Castle Hill /Castle Street
IG2 - Bus Station
IG3 – Market Place
IG4 – Stafford Street/Upper High Street
IG5 – Ednam Road /Priory Road and/or Ednam Road/ The Broadway
IG6 – Castle Hill/Birmingham Street
Development should have regard to and respect the following important views and vistas:
Panoramic views (view cone)
PV1 – Top of Trindle Road looking towards Castle Hill
PV2 – Birmingham New Road, Castle Hill looking towards Castle and Hill
PV3 – Top of King Street pedestrian bridge to south (Netherton Church &Hill)
PV4 – Upper High Street/King Street westwards
PV5 – From bridge over Dudley Southern Bypass towards castle
PV6 – View from St Thomas’s Church
Strategic Views
SV1 – Top of Trindle Road looking towards Castle Hill
SV1 – Birmingham New Road, Castle Hill looking towards Castle and Hill
SV3 – Top of King Street pedestrian bridge to south (Netherton Church &Hill)
SV4 – Upper High Street/Queens Cross to St Thomas’s Church
18

Local Views
LV1 – Broadway towards College and Castle
LV 2 – Ednam Road towards Castle
LV3 - New Road/ Vicar Street towards Top Church
LV4 – Tower Street towards Castle and Hill
LV5 – Stepping Stone Street towards St. Thomas’s Church
LV 6 – Bourne Street towards St Edmunds Church
LV7 - Churchfield Street southwards
Protected Vistas
V1 - Castle Street to New Street
V2 - Stone Street to High Street
V3 - Lower High Street to Upper High Street
V4 – Upper High Street to Stafford Street
V5 – Wolverhampton Street to High Street
Negative Local views to be improved
NV1 - Trindle Road
NV2 - Birmingham Street
NV3 – Fisher Street
NV4 – Tower Street
NV5 – Hall Street
NV6 – Constitution Hill
NV6 – Bath Street
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Plan 2: Dudley Area Action Plan Legibility
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Figure 3: Rooftop View across Inhedge, Dudley Town Centre

Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) and Flood Risk
5.18 Whilst protection of the built form is significant, it is important also to ensure that
private/public amenity areas and car parks have adequate surface water drainage to
prevent poor water drainage and flooding. Dudley Council has responsibility for the
management of surface water, including that which results from built development such as
how rain water is managed within a development and how its run-off from the building or
site is controlled. (The Environment Agency retains responsibility for rivers and most other
main water courses.)
Policy 6 – Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) and Flood Risk
New development shall incorporate sustainable use and management of water for water reuse sustainable drainage and flood risk management which will ensure the long-term
sustainability and reduced environmental impact of new development. Unless proven to be
unviable or inappropriate, development proposals will be expected to:
•
•
•

Include a site-specific Flood Risk Assessment as a part of the planning application
where the site is over 1 hectare in size and falls within Flood Zone 1;
Remove and reduce the amount of impermeable surfaces within the Development
Opportunity Sites, particularly those sites alongside any rivers and canals;
Promote water efficiency measures within new development including water saving
devices such as ‘greywater’ and/ or rainwater harvesting and recycling;
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•

•
•

•
•

Provide SUDS within existing and proposed development where feasible with priority
given to introducing SUDS which provide beneficial wildlife habitats, outdoor green
space recreation and amenity value;
Soften engineered sections of the river embankments with natural green space to
help reduce flood risk and promote sustainable urban drainage;
Design surface water drainage systems in accordance with emerging national
standards to reduce overall run-off volumes, control the rate of flow and improve
water quality before it joins any water course or other receiving body of water;
Consider the current surface water maps available from the Environment Agency and
the Local Authority;
Not compromise any biological, geological or archaeological features by
inappropriate use of soft landscaping or hard engineering drainage structures or
solutions.
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6.

Development Opportunity Sites

6.1
The Area Action Plan is looking to create a town centre with a vibrant mix of
activities including retail, residential, education, offices, civic functions and leisure and
tourism to be used by people throughout the day and evening.
Development Opportunity Sites
6.2
Development Opportunity Sites have been identified where major development and
regeneration should be focused. Redevelopment of the Opportunity Sites will enhance the
vitality and viability of the town centre and regenerate the local environment. Apart from
the Castle Hill and Tipton Road Site the other Opportunity Sites are within Dudley Town
Centre. The AAP will guide development of these sites by specifying acceptable uses for
each site. To support the allocation of development opportunity sites, a development
appraisal exercise has been undertaken to consider the viability and deliverability of sites. It
is not the intention of this exercise to provide definitive valuations of any sites but instead
to assess how likely development delivery might be using a set of market wide cost and
value assumptions.
6.3 Proposals which are not for one of the identified acceptable uses shall be normally
resisted unless such a proposal can be demonstrated to be of substantial benefit to the local
environment and community and be compliant with strategic planning policy, in particular
the polices of the Black Country Core Strategy and Dudley Borough Development Strategy.
The development opportunity sites do not preclude or diminish the importance of
investment or the scope of change elsewhere within the centre. They simply reflect the
Council’s wish to prioritise use of its resources to kick start and progress projects which will
have a significant impact and act as a catalyst for wider change.
6.4
The opportunity site design principles are based on an assessment of land use,
access and movement, layout and form, scale and mass, character and appearance and
landscape and public realm. The principles are set out to provide a reference for place
making decision making. They particularly reflect the heritage and character of Dudley, and
demonstrate how the ambitions for these sites could be developed in a way that respects
good design principles. The majority of the Opportunity Sites are within or adjacent the
Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area, and Opportunity Site 7 lies to the north east of the
Castle Hill Conservation Area; refer to Chapter 11 for the detail on the historic environment
and conservation areas. A Historic Environment Impact assessment has been carried out on
each Development Opportunity Site to ensure that new development will be sympathetic to
heritage assets, provides enhancement opportunities and respect key views and gateways
into and out of the town.
6.5
The Urban Design, Landscape Study and Historic Environment Evidence Bases which
accompanies this AAP should be referred to when considering the form, shape and layout of
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potential development on these sites. The ‘Development Parameters’ in the following
polices highlight key development management issues and must be considered within the
context of the full design guidance within each evidence base. All documents provide
essential advice that should be referred to within development appraisals and Design and
Access Statements.
6.6 Much of the AAP area is located within The Coal Authority defined ‘Development High
Risk Area.’ This area contains one or more historic mining legacy features that can result in
land instability. These features include recorded mine entries, past mining surface hazards,
recorded shallow coal workings, thick coal outcrops and unrecorded shallow coal workings.
6.7 These features need to be assessed in development proposals through a Coal Mining
Risk Assessment or equivalent and where necessary mitigation measures will need to be
incorporated into development. Land instability can be a constraint on new development
and may affect the deliverability and viability of development proposals.
Dudley Town Centre Development Opportunity Site 1: King Street / Flood Street
6.8
This is the largest single development site in the town centre and has considerable
redevelopment potential. It covers a site bounded to the west by King Street short and long
stay car parks, to the north by King Street and to the south by Martin Hill Street and Duncan
Edwards Way (Dudley Southern Bypass). The area is currently dominated by large areas of
surface car parking. There is a 1960’s office building, Falcon House, occupying a key location
between Flood Street and New Mill Street. To the west of New Mill Street is an historic
church yard as well as a number of historic and more modern buildings housing a variety of
uses including small businesses and the Territorial Army. A large proportion of the site is
within the primary shopping area, following New Mill Street and Flood Street boundary, and
the proposed Light Rapid Transit route will pass along Flood Street.
6.9
The King Street part of the opportunity site falls within the Dudley Town Centre
Conservation Area and within the context of the Urban Historic landscape Characterisation
the opportunity site falls within two character zones, Character Zone 9 (Dudley King Street
and Prospect Hill) and Character Zone 15 (Flood Street Car Parks and Offices Complex). The
UHLC describes in detail this opportunity area identifying the issues and sensitivity to
change, the key heritage assets to be considered and more importantly the potential
opportunities and priorities for enhancement, full reference to this information will be
expected when formulating proposals for this opportunity site.
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Figure 4: View looking across Flood Street Car Parks

Policy 7: DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY SITE 1: KING STREET/FLOOD STREET
Acceptable range of Development should come forward on this site with a mix of uses.
The comparison shopping is more likely to take the form of larger
Land Uses
units fronting onto King Street. Other town centre uses which would
be appropriate are listed below, including residential development,
with potentially apartments above ground floor retail uses.
It is important that new development provides a strong retail
frontage between New Mill Street and Flood Street with pedestrian
routes that connect the main shopping anchors through the market
and the Churchill Shopping Centre.
A1 Shops retail development will be provided within the primary
shopping area consistent with Policy 15. On the southern parts of
the site, outside of the primary shopping area, the town centres uses
listed below will be encouraged.
In terms of car parking provision proposed development will need to
cater for its own needs but also cater for any displaced public car
parking or removal of parking that facilitates the development.
The following uses are acceptable:
A1 Shops (Including a range of 5,000 – 7-000 m2 gross additional
comparison goods floorspace) and a contribution to the
requirement for convenience retail floorspace identified by BCCS
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Policy CEN4
A2 Financial and Professional Services
A3 Food and Drink
A4 Drinking Establishments
B1a) Offices
C3 Dwelling Houses (approximately 80 dwellings, refer to the New
Housing SPD for appropriate density, these figures are not a cap
and the number could vary as part of a comprehensive mixed-use
scheme)
D1 Non-residential Institutions
D2 Assembly and Leisure
Constraints

This site is located within the defined ‘Development High Risk Area’
identified by the Coal Authority to indicate the presence of mining
legacy features that may result in land instability. This will need to be
considered.
DEVELOPMENT DESIGN PARAMETERS
Layout & Form
New development should form a series of perimeter blocks within the
existing historical urban form and street pattern that once formed
part of the site. New development should respect existing building
lines and use the topography to maximise development potential.
Buildings must provide active frontages and entrances directly onto
new and existing streets and spaces.
Scale
Development should be a range of 2 to 5 storeys, subject to detailed
design and visual impact with regards to views into and out of the
Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area and potential impact on
heritage assets. Refer to Legibility Plan in particular SV3, PV3, NV6 and
EG4.

Enclosure

Architectural features should be used at the corners of the streets (in
particular the Flood Street/Duncan Edwards Way gateway) and to
terminate views to improve the navigation of this area.
New development should respect existing building lines with
appropriate building height that will enclose the public and private
realms.

Particular areas where enclosure of the street should be
strengthened through built form or landscaping include Flood
Street/Duncan
Edwards
Way
gateway,
Martin
Hill
Street/Constitution Hill junction, Garden Walk and newly created
public spaces.
Public realm and High quality hard and soft landscaping improvements should be
landscape/Public Art made to all the existing streets and spaces. Development should
provide or contribute to the provision of quality public spaces.
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Access/movement

Materials

Use of lighting, public art and landscape materials should be
accommodated into a key corner feature to define the character of
this important gateway location.
Sufficient land should be safeguarded for the proposed Light Rapid
Transit route and stop. Retain, improve and integrate new
development with the existing historic footpath, Garden Walk and
pedestrian route from Duncan Edwards Way to King St.
Developments should incorporate high quality building and landscape
materials, particularly the King Street part of the site which falls within
the Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area. The overall design
approach should positively contribute to the setting of the Dudley
Town Centre Conservation Area and adjacent heritage assets.

Heritage Statement and Design and Access Statements accompanying proposals will be
required to make extensive reference to:
•
•

•
•
•

Dudley’s Historic Environment Record (HER);
Dudley Town Centre Urban Historic Landscape Characterisation (UHLC), Character
Zone 9 (Dudley King Street and Prospect Hill) and Character Zone 15 (Flood Street Car
Parks and Offices Complex);
Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area Character Appraisal and emerging
Conservation Management Plan;
Birmingham Archaeology, 2009, Archaeological Implications Assessment; and
Birmingham Archaeology, 2008, Dudley Town Centre, Archaeological Desk Based
Assessment.
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Plan 3: Opportunity Site 1: Opportunities and Constraints Plan
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Dudley Town Centre Development Opportunity Site 2: Trindle Road / Hall Street/Birdcage
Walk
6.10 This opportunity site is located to the south east of the town centre and adjoins
Duncan Edwards Way and is within the Primary Shopping Area. It is bounded on the north
by Fisher Street, Birmingham Street and Trindle Road and Hall Street to the south west. The
Churchill Shopping Centre is located to the west and the bus station to the north. Located
on the outside of the Churchill Shopping Centre is Birdcage Walk which has 14 small ground
floor retail units with first floor ancillary accommodation. The area is dominated by the
vacant Cavendish House office building and a series of rundown buildings.
6.11 The majority of this opportunity site falls within the Dudley Town Centre
Conservation Area and given its elevated position within the Town provides key views to
and from the Castle Hill Conservation Area and especially to St Edmunds Church. Within the
context of the Urban Historic landscape Characterisation (UHLC) the opportunity site falls
within three character zones; Character Zone 9 (Dudley King Street and Prospect Hill);
Character Zone 12 (Trindle Road, Commercial and Office Buildings); Character Zone 16 (Hall
Street). The Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area Appraisal and the Dudley UHLC describe
in detail this opportunity area identifying the issues affecting it and its sensitivity to change,
the key heritage assets to be considered and, more importantly, the potential opportunities
and priorities for enhancement. Full reference to this information will be expected when
formulating proposals for this opportunity site and when preparing Heritage and Design and
Access Statements.
6.12 Within this opportunity site and identified in the UHLC are two Archaeological
Priority Areas (APA); the Medieval Planned town of Dudley and the site of Phoenix
Glassworks. Accordingly, the archaeological potential of the site will need to be addressed
as part of the planning application process in advance of determination of applications for
this site. Whilst limited archaeological desktop assessments have been undertaken within
certain parts of the opportunity site, further assessment will be required, tailored to the
specific proposals being brought forward.
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Figure 5: View along Birdcage Walk

Policy 8: DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY SITE 2: TRINDLE ROAD/HALL STREET/BIRDCAGE
WALK
Acceptable range of The site is within the Primary Shopping Area and includes the
approval for the demolition and clearance of Cavendish House to be
Land Uses
replaced by retail led mixed use development.
Development could come forward on this site with a mix of town
centre uses as listed below. New retail development could
accommodate residential or office uses above. Refurbished upper
floors of existing properties could also be converted for residential
use.
Within the Birdcage Walk area additional retail floorspace could be
delivered by the possible creation of a covered arcade, and/or the
redesign of existing frontages to create a better shopping
experience. The former co-op unit (Fisher Street) could be
incorporated in a renewal scheme with the building demolished. This
will provide an opportunity to create new frontages to Birdcage
Walk, Birmingham Street and Fisher Street.
In terms of car parking provision proposed development will need to
cater for its own needs but also cater for any displaced public car
parking or removal of parking that facilitates the development.
The following uses are acceptable:
A1 Shops (including a range of 8,000 – 10,000 m2 gross additional
comparison goods floorspace) and a contribution to the
requirement for convenience retail floorspace identified by BCCS
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Policy CEN4
A2 Financial and Professional Services
A3 Food and Drink
A4 Drinking Establishments
B1a) Offices
C3 Dwelling Houses (approximately 40 dwellings, refer to the New
Housing SPD for appropriate density, these figures are not a cap
and the number could vary as part of a comprehensive mixed-use
scheme)
D1 Non-residential Institutions
D2 Assembly and Leisure
Along with the accommodation of a transport interchange to serve
Dudley and the wider area
Constraints

This site is located within the defined ‘Development High Risk Area’
identified by the Coal Authority to indicate the presence of mining
legacy features that may result in land instability. This will need to be
considered.
DEVELOPMENT DESIGN PARAMETERS
Layout & Form
New development form should provide a series of perimeter blocks
that will integrate and improve connections to the existing urban
structure (Shopping and Bus station Area). New buildings should
work with the topography to ensure strong active frontages onto the
public realm.
Development must consider and integrate with existing buildings of
historic interest/importance such as Our Blessed Lady & St. Thomas
of Canterbury Catholic Church.
Possible extension or frontage enhancement in respect of the
Birdcage Walk shops could enhance their viability and vitality. The
refurbishment or redevelopment of the former Co-op site will need
to deal effectively with the steep changes in level, provide new
active frontages to Fisher Street, Birmingham Street and potentially
along Birdcage Walk.
Scale

The siting, plot layout and massing of any proposed development
should be responsive to the Castle Hill Woodland and listed and
historically important local landmark buildings (St. Edmunds Church),
key views, the roofscape, skyline of Dudley, views out to the south of
this area and the two conservation areas.
New development needs to ensure the following views, (Landmarks
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and gateways are protected and where necessary improved as
shown on The Legibility Plan: L1, PV1, SV1, NV1, NV2, NV3, L3, IG2,
EG2 and EG7.)
It is envisaged generally building heights for new development
should be three to four storeys, with up to 3 storeys fronting the
north of the Birdcage Walk area, subject to detailed design and
visual impact.
New buildings should provide or be suitably articulated or orientated
at the corners of junctions and gateways – in particular Hall
Street/King Street/Trindle Road and Claughton Road North/Trindle
Road/St Joseph Street to enhance the eastern approach into the
town.
The Grade II Listed Our Blessed Lady & St. Thomas of Canterbury
Catholic Church is located just outside of the proposed boundary of
the opportunity site and any impact on its setting is another key
consideration.
Any proposals to re-design or refurbish Dudley Bus Station should be
designed to fit comfortably, and be successfully set, within the back
drop of Dudley Castle and Castle Hill, especially the wider view from
top the of Trindle Road.
Enclosure

Existing streets and spaces including new streets should be enclosed
and well defined with buildings of an appropriate scale, form, mass
and materials. Built form should be positioned immediately behind
or close to the back of pavement at an appropriate building height
that will enclose the public and private realms to ensure continuity.
Public realm and Proposals need to: Accommodate and integrate with the future Light
landscape/Public Art Rapid Transit Route; provide good legible and easily achievable
pedestrian and cycle routes between the eastern and western edges;
include improved local connections to Dudley Castle and Zoo from
the town.
New development and the refurbishment of existing buildings
should contribute to the enhancement of the existing public realm,
new streets and spaces through the provision of high quality hard
and soft landscaping which will enrich and improve the character of
this area.
Public realm enhancements should be particularly focused on
connections such as Hall Street through Birdcage Walk to Market
Place, from Footbridge along St Joseph’s Street, the Bus Station
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Area, Birmingham Street and the bottom of Castle Hill which will
strengthen the pedestrian linkage from the new developments to
the town centre and to the visitor attractions at Castle Hill.
Levels and adjustments to land within and around the Opportunity
Site will need to take account of, and prepare for, the proposed Light
Rapid Transit system.
Development should explore the provision of green roofs, green
walls and street tree planting.
Access/movement

Materials

Development should address and accommodate the future Light
Rapid Transit system/route and provide connectivity with the bus
station along with legible pedestrian and cycle routes between the
eastern and western edges.
The traffic movements resulting from the operation of the Bus
Station, in particular within this Opportunity Area should be
accommodated in a manner that will not impact on the quality of
experience for pedestrians and cyclists, shoppers and visitors
arriving/moving within this area and through to the rest of the town
centre.
Developments should incorporate high quality building and landscape
materials, particularly at the Hall Street and Trindle Road parts of the
site which falls within or borders the Dudley Town Centre
Conservation Area. A contemporary approach could be acceptable
providing the overall design can positively contribute to the setting of
the Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area, in particular the Hall
Street approach, the views and setting towards the Castle and Hill, St
Edmunds Church and neighbouring heritage assets.

Heritage Statement and Design and Access Statements accompanying proposals will be
required to make extensive reference to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

UHLC, Character Zone 9 (Dudley King Street and Prospect Hill) Character Zone 12
(Trindle Road, Commercial and Office Buildings) and Character Zone 16 (Hall Street);
Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area Character Appraisal and Conservation
Management Plan;
Castle Hill Conservation Area Appraisal;
Birmingham Archaeology, 2009, Archaeological Implications Assessment;
Birmingham Archaeology, 2008, Dudley Town Centre, Archaeological Desk Based
Assessment; and
Desktop Study by Worcester Archaeology, 2005.
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Plan 4: Opportunity Site 2: Opportunities and Constraints Plan
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Dudley Town Centre Development Opportunity Site 3: Tower Street/Castle Street
6.12 This opportunity site is centrally located in the historic core of the Dudley Town
Conservation Area to the north of the Market Place and is focused on Tower Street and
Castle Street. The area comprises a mix of vacant sites, currently used for surface level car
parking. To the west of the site on the opposite side of Tower Street, is the locally listed
former fire Station which now forms part of the Dudley College Evolve building. To the north
of the site is the Grade II Listed Baylies Hall. To the south of the site is the 1930s Court
House Public House designed by A T Butler and to the east of the site is Castle Street.
6.13 The site is within the Primary Shopping Area and retail, residential, office and leisure
uses would be appropriate. Any proposals should provide active retail frontages on Tower
Street and Castle Street. Over the plan period there is potential for the provision of a multistorey car park accessible from Tower Street, subject to feasibility studies, within the centre
of the opportunity site. Strong, well defined frontage development is required for this
opportunity site, one where an active frontage will be provided to Tower Street and where
the elevations of Castle Street will be enhanced providing more activity above the ground
floor.
6.14 Consideration needs to be given to the impact of proposals within the opportunity
site on the significance and setting of heritage assets both on-site and within the vicinity,
including Dudley Castle. Heritage Statements and Design and Access Statements
accompanying proposals will be required to make reference to the Dudley UHLC and the
adopted Conservation Area Appraisals. The opportunity site is located within the Dudley
Town Centre Conservation Area and is within close proximity of the Castle Hill Conservation
Area therefore special attention will be given to preserving and enhancing the character and
appearance of the conservation areas and key views into and out of them. Located at the
end of Tower Street is a clearly defined/framed view of the ‘Tower’ of Dudley Castle, a
Grade I Listed Building as well as a Scheduled Ancient Monument and this along with the
Grade II* Listed St Edmunds Church will be of key consideration when assessing the impact
of proposals on key views and skylines.
6.15 Being located within the core of the medieval planned town of Dudley, in an area
identified within the Dudley UHLC as an Archaeological Priority Area (APA) there is a high
potential for archaeological remains from the medieval period through to the Industrial
period, accordingly the archaeological potential of the site will require detailed
consideration. An archaeological desktop assessment and an archaeological evaluation
have been undertaken on the site by the Council and whilst this information will be made
available, it is anticipated that further assessment will be required.
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Figure 6: View looking down Tower Street, noting surface car park and Dudley Castle in the distance

POLICY 9: DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY SITE 3: TOWER STREET/CASTLE STREET
Acceptable range of A mix of town centre uses should be accommodated within the
opportunity area as listed below. Design requirements should focus
Land Uses
on the provision of strong elevations with design that is in keeping
with Dudley’s historic character.
A partial or comprehensive redevelopment is considered
appropriate, focused on the underused land fronting Tower Street,
potentially with a new building frontage facing Tower Street with
retail units on the ground floor with apartments/offices above with
car park provision.
The following uses are acceptable:
A1 Shops
A2 Financial and Professional Services
A3 Food and Drink
A4 Drinking Establishments
B1a) Offices
C3 Dwelling Houses (approximately 40 dwellings, refer to the New
Housing SPD for appropriate density, these figures are not a cap
and the number could vary as part of a comprehensive mixed-use
scheme)
D1 Non-residential Institutions
D2 Assembly and Leisure
Also car park provision servicing shoppers/visitors to the town
centre
DEVELOPMENT DESIGN PARAMETERS
Layout & Form
New development should be positioned to infill and reinforce the
existing finer grained perimeter block. New buildings should follow
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the existing building line along Tower Street and Castle Street.
Development should provide an active frontage facing Castle Street
and preferably provide an active frontage facing Tower Street.
Scale
New building frontage in Tower Street should be two to three storeys,
and new building frontage along Castle Street could accommodate
three storeys, this is subject to an assessment of the impact on the
setting of heritage assets. Furthermore consideration will be given to
the impact on the character and appearance of the Dudley Town
Centre Conservation Area and Castle Hill Conservation Area and
impact on key views especially to and from the castle. Proposals will
also be expected to take into consideration the Legibility Plan where
the following Landmarks, roofscape and views L1, RV1, LV3 and V1
should be protected.
Enclosure
Proposals should be designed to adjoin the back of the pavement line
with appropriate building height to enclose Tower Street and
potentially increased height to Castle Street.
Public realm and Improvements to Tower Street may include widening the pavement,
landscape/Public Art improving crossing points, calming vehicle speed, new paving, street
furniture, soft landscaping, lighting and signage. Incorporation of
public art in building elevations and within the existing public realm to
provide sense of place.
Access/movement
Vehicular and pedestrian access from Tower Street. Accessibility and
pedestrian routes to be improved through enhancements to the
public realm.
Materials
Developments should incorporate locally distinctive materials to
protect and enhance its historic character. However a more
contemporary approach could be acceptable providing the overall
design does not harm the character of the area.
Heritage Statement and Design and Access Statements accompanying proposals will be
required to make extensive reference to:
•
•
•
•
•

Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area Character Appraisal and Conservation
Management Plan;
Castle Hill Conservation Area Appraisal;
Birmingham Archaeology, 2009, Archaeological Implications Assessment;
Birmingham Archaeology, 2008, Dudley Town Centre, Archaeological Desk Based
Assessment;
SLR Consulting, 2015, Former Ambulance Station, Tower Street, Historic Building
Recording; and
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•

SLR Consulting, 2015, Archaeological Evaluation, Land to the rear of 48 Tower Street,
Dudley.
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Plan 5: Opportunity Site 3: Opportunities and Constraints Plan
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Dudley Town Centre Development Opportunity Site 4: Trident Centre/Upper High Street
6.16 This opportunity site is located between Upper High Street, Wolverhampton Street
and Inhedge Gardens (also known as Horseley Gardens). The area is focused on the Trident
Centre, a purpose built shopping precinct dating from the 1960s, the retail frontage along
Upper High Street, and Inhedge Gardens which is one of the key areas of open space within
the town centre.
6.17 The Trident Centre comprises a purpose built covered shopping centre together with
a parade of shops fronting High Street, basement public car park, roof deck private car park,
loading areas and multi storey office accommodation. The principal access to the shopping
centre is from High Street. There is another entrance on Wolverhampton Street which also
provides the main entrance to the offices and the car park.

Figure 7: High Street entrance to the Trident Centre

6.18 The opportunity site has considerable redevelopment potential with a strong focus
on the offices on the upper floors being converted into residential and leisure use. It is a
substantial area containing retail units and the centre can be accessed via High Street
towards St. Thomas’s Church and Wolverhampton Street.
6.19 A partial or comprehensive redevelopment should be based on the potential
redevelopment of retail units along the south western end of the High Street and
replacement with apartments/town houses fronting not only the street but Inhedge
Gardens to the north. The remainder could be reconfigured to suit the needs of retailers
and restaurant operators and provide an active frontage onto the High Street. The Old
Meeting House should be given an enhanced setting with pedestrian access enhanced
through and around the Inhedge by improving natural surveillance. Inhedge Gardens should
be restored and enhanced by public realm improvements, including further landscaping.
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Also the possibility of providing continuous linked Green Network e.g. Public Open Spaces,
utilising the existing areas of public open space, in front of the Magistrates Court should be
explored.
6.20 The opportunity site falls within the Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area and
within the context of the Urban Historic landscape Characterisation the opportunity site falls
within two character zones: Character Zone 8 (Dudley Historic Core) and Character Zone 13
(Stafford Street and Inhedge). The Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area Appraisal and the
Dudley UHLC describe in detail this opportunity area identifying the issues and sensitivity to
change, the key heritage assets to be considered and, more importantly, the potential
opportunities and priorities for enhancement: full reference to this information will be
expected when formulating proposals for this opportunity site and when preparing Heritage
and Design and Access Statements.
6.21 Within this opportunity site and identified in the UHLC is the Medieval Planned Town
Archaeological Priority Area (APA), accordingly the archaeological potential of the site will
require detailed consideration.
POLICY 10: DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY SITE 4: TRIDENT CENTRE/UPPER HIGH STREET
Acceptable range of There will be a strong preference for new uses, as listed below,
including a focus on residential development.
Land Uses
Inhedge Gardens is currently an underused greenspace and
pedestrian link into the Primary Shopping Area which will be
protected and enhanced through public realm improvements.
The following uses are acceptable:
A1 Shops
A2 Financial and Professional Services
A3 Food and Drink
A4 Drinking Establishments
B1a) Offices
C3 Dwelling Houses (approximately 60 dwellings, refer to the New
Housing SPD for appropriate density, these figures are not a cap
and the number could vary as part of a comprehensive mixed-use
scheme)
D1 Non-residential Institutions
D2 Assembly and Leisure
Constraints

This site is located within the defined ‘Development High Risk Area’
identified by the Coal Authority to indicate the presence of mining
legacy features that may result in land instability. This will need to be
considered.
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DEVELOPMENT DESIGN PARAMETERS
Layout & Form
The layout should ensure that the High Street is enclosed by active
ground floor uses and that adequate provision is made to service
these uses from the Inhedge Gardens vehicular access. A
comprehensive development solution would enable a scheme to be
delivered which has a new edge of active frontage either as part of a
dual aspect scheme or as a free standing outer edge to a development
block that could face the Inhedge Gardens and contain internal
courtyard servicing. New development proposals should respect
existing building lines.
Scale
New development should be 3 storey to the High Street with
occasional 4 storey development ensuring that views into and out of
the Conservation Area are protected particularly looking towards
Dudley Castle and towards the Grade II* Listed St Thomas’s Church,
protected Landmarks, roofscape, views and vistas including the
improvement of negative views L2, V5, V3, NV4, RV1 as per Legibility
Plan.
Enclosure
Both the High Street and the Inhedge elevations should enclose the
spaces of High Street and the Inhedge Gardens respectively. Careful
consideration should be given to the Grade II Listed Old Meeting
House Building and its setting and providing opportunities to enhance
this setting.
Public realm and
The key public realm improvements should be focussed on the
landscape/Public Art enhancement of the Inhedge Gardens through improved access points
and creation of a high quality built edge. At the High Street entrance
public realm design should also address the need to accommodate
servicing access to the units within the Trident Centre area. The
gateway to the Inhedge Gardens from High Street should be reenforced through tree planting and environmental enhancement. A
redevelopment option could allow the current internal pedestrian
route from High Street through the Trident Centre to Wolverhampton
Street to be enhanced to increase the quality of public realm.
Access/movement
Servicing will need to retain access around the perimeter of Inhedge
Gardens.
Materials
Developments should incorporate high quality building and landscape
materials.
Heritage Statement and Design and Access Statements accompanying proposals will be
required to make extensive reference to:
•

Dudley’s Historic Environment Record (HER);
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•
•
•
•

Dudley Town Centre Urban Historic Landscape Characterisation (UHLC), Character
Zone 8 (Dudley Historic Core) and Character Zone 13 (Stafford Street and Inhedge);
Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area Character Appraisal and Conservation
Management Plan;
Birmingham Archaeology, 2009, Archaeological Implications Assessment; and
Birmingham Archaeology, 2008, Dudley Town Centre, Archaeological Desk Based
Assessment.
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Plan 6: Opportunity Site 4: Opportunities and Constraints Plan
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Dudley Town Centre Development Opportunity Site 5: Upper High Street/ King Street
6.22 This opportunity site forms the South West Gateway to Dudley Town Centre and is
focused on the junction of High Street and King Street. There is a vacant premise (part
retail/part commercial) on High Street and there is a motor repair centre and former car
showroom on King Street. The South West Gateway area is an important approach into the
town centre and redevelopment should enhance and strengthen the sense of arrival into
Dudley. A variety of town centre uses are identified as being acceptable, with an emphasis on
residential use. A mix of retention and refurbishment of existing buildings together with
selective redevelopment opportunities will be encouraged.
6.23 Being located within the Town Centre Conservation Area, and given that there are a
number of buildings recognised as Heritage Assets, the upgrading of buildings would have to
be sensitive and responsive in terms of design. The views into and out from the town centre at
this site could be enhanced and development adjacent to the Grade II* Listed St Thomas’s
church should be appropriate so as not to detract from the setting of the church and its
surroundings. Within the context of the Urban Historic landscape Characterisation this
opportunity site falls within, Character Zone 8 (Dudley Historic Core): full reference to this
information will be expected when formulating proposals for this opportunity site and when
preparing Heritage and Design and Access Statements.
6.24 New development should respect existing building lines, create good street
enclosure and maintain a vertical rhythm that enhances the overall character of the area.
With the approach of encouraging residential development in this site by ‘living above the
shop’, small high quality amenity spaces could also be incorporated where appropriate.
6.25 Within this opportunity site and identified in the UHLC is the Medieval Planned Town
Archaeological Priority Area (APA), accordingly the archaeological potential of the site will
require detailed consideration. In 2007 the Council commissioned Worcestershire
Archaeology Service to prepare a Desk-based Assessment and Building Recording of the
South-West Gateway and this information will be made available to developers when
assessing the potential development opportunities. It is however anticipated that further
assessment will be required for site specific proposals.
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Figure 8: Upper High Street, near Asda

POLICY 11: DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY SITE 5: UPPER HIGH STREET/KING STREET
Acceptable range of This opportunity site is located outside of the Primary Shopping Area
Land Uses
and focused on the junction of High Street and King Street to the
west of the Grade II* Listed St Thomas’s Church (Top Church) which
is the south-western gateway into the town centre. Some of the
buildings on High Street are vacant and several units are listed or
locally listed.
The following uses are acceptable:
A2 Financial and Professional Services
A3 Food and Drink
B1a) Offices
C3 Dwelling Houses (approximately 40 dwellings, refer to the New
Housing SPD for appropriate density, these figures are not a cap
and the number could vary as part of a comprehensive mixed-use
scheme)
D1 Non-residential Institutions
D2 Assembly and Leisure
Constraints
This site is located within the defined ‘Development High Risk Area’
identified by the Coal Authority to indicate the presence of mining
legacy features that may result in land instability. This will need to be
considered.
DEVELOPMENT DESIGN PARAMETERS
Layout & Form
New development should fit within the traditional perimeter block
layouts of the conservation area and provide active frontages where
possible whilst respecting the existing building lines and topography.
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Scale

Enclosure
Public realm and
landscape/Public Art

Access/movement

Materials

Inner spaces, rooftops and courtyards should be maximised for
outdoor amenity space and infill development on small sites should
have a clear relationship/interface with the existing streets,
pedestrian routes and spaces. Back to back blocks should be created
where possible and single aspect courtyard development may also be
appropriate.
New built form should respond to the existing scale and grain of the
immediate area and should generally be 2 to 3 storeys, 4 storeys
maximum along King Street. Development must be sympathetic and
contribute positively to the town’s skyline ensuring that views of the
spire of St Thomas Church continue to dominate, especially from the
south and west approaches as this is a particularly prominent site
within the town centre. Important landmarks, views and gateways L2,
SV4, PV4, EG3 as illustrated in the Legibility Plan should be protected
and enhanced.
All development should provide enclosure of Upper High Street, King
Street, Greystone Street, Pitfield Street and Steppingstone Street.
Development should seek to contribute to the upgrade and
improvement of the existing public realm in addition to also
enhancing the character and appearance of the Dudley Town Centre
Conservation Area. The wider pavements (King Street and Upper
High Street) can accommodate street trees, on street parking, street
furniture and new public spaces. Public realm will be required to be
designed to assist towards integrating Top Church more into the rest
of the town centre. Use of lighting, public art and surface materials
could be accommodated into new public spaces or to provide key
corner features.
Hard and soft landscaping within this site should include
enhancements to the gateway, new public spaces and viewing
points/sitting spaces to take in far views.
Due to scale and limited parking space within these small plots,
some sites will have no parking, and servicing may have to be from
the street via designated drop off points. There is however, potential
for on street parking along King Street and Upper High Street and
due to topography some sites could accommodate undercroft
parking providing it does not reduce ground floor active frontages.
Developments should incorporate a high degree of locally distinctive
materials to maintain the character of this part of the Conservation
area. However a more contemporary approach could be acceptable
providing the overall design does not harm the character and
appearance of the Conservation area.
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Heritage Statement and Design and Access Statements accompanying proposals will be
required to make extensive reference to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dudley’s Historic Environment Record (HER);
Dudley Town Centre Urban Historic Landscape Characterisation (UHLC), Character
Zone 8 (Dudley Historic Core);
Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area Character Appraisal and Conservation
Management Plan;
Desk-based Assessment and Building Recording of South-West Gateway
(Worcestershire Archaeology Service, 2007;
Birmingham Archaeology, 2009, Archaeological Implications Assessment; and
Birmingham Archaeology, 2008, Dudley Town Centre, Archaeological Desk Based
Assessment.

Dudley Town Centre Development Opportunity Site 6: Abberley Street/King Street
6.26 This opportunity site also forms part of the south western gateway into the town
centre along with Opportunity Site 5 and is located between King Street and Abberley Street.
It is currently a mixed use area comprising residential, a former training centre and
commercial uses. There are a number of large plots with significant redevelopment potential.
Opportunities exist for a much stronger built form in this block along Abberley Street and King
Street. Pedestrian linkages should be strengthened into the town centre and opportunities for
walking and cycling should be encouraged.
6.27 Part of the opportunity site falls within the Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area and
within the context of the Urban Historic landscape Characterisation this opportunity site falls
within two Character Zones: Character Zone 9 (Dudley King Street and Prospect Hill) and
Character Zone 18 (Churchfield Street, 19th Century Residential Area.) There are a number of
existing historic buildings within this block and some of the historic street patterns remain
intact.
6.28 One of the gap sites requiring comprehensive development is located on the corner
of King Street and Vicar Street: the former 19th century burial ground belonging to St
Thomas’s Church. A previous desk-based assessment of the site was undertaken where it
was concluded that further archaeological investigation would be required. With regards to
the rest of the opportunity site it is anticipated that further archaeological assessment will
be required for site specific proposals.
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Figure 9: View from King Street towards Abberley Street Opportunity Site

POLICY 12: DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY SITE 6: ABBERLEY STREET/KING STREET
Acceptable range of This opportunity site is bounded by King Street to the north,
Land Uses
Abberley Street to the South, Vicar Street to the east and Churchfield
Street to the west.
The following uses are acceptable:
B1a) Offices
C3 Dwelling Houses (approximately 10 dwellings, refer to the New
Housing SPD for appropriate density, these figures are not a cap
and the number could vary as part of a comprehensive mixed-use
scheme)
D1 Non-residential Institutions
D2 Assembly and Leisure
Constraints

This site is located within the defined ‘Development High Risk Area’
identified by the Coal Authority to indicate the presence of mining
legacy features that may result in land instability. This will need to be
considered.
DEVELOPMENT DESIGN PARAMETERS
Layout & Form
New built form should sit within an existing perimeter block and
provide strong active frontages onto existing streets and spaces.
Buildings should create ‘back to back’ blocks with private spaces,
rooftops and courtyards maximised for outdoor residential amenity
space. Mixed use is appropriate along King Street to maintain a more
commercial function at the ground floor level. Larger buildings should
be subdivided where appropriate to reduce their scale and massing.
New development should respect the existing strong building lines
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and use the topography to maximise development potential.
Scale
Development should generally be 3 storeys maximum along King
Street and 2 storeys along Abberley Street, Churchfield Street and
Vicar Street with slightly higher local landmark to reinforce the
junction of King Street/High Street. The setting of Nos. 62 and 63 Vicar
Street - two Grade II Listed Buildings, need careful consideration in
formulating proposals as does the setting of the 3 storey 57 to 59 King
Street. New development needs to ensure the following views,
landmarks, and gateway are not compromised: PV6, SV3,EG3, L2, LV6.
Enclosure
All development must provide strong built form enclosure of King
Street, Vicar Street, Churchfield Street and Abberley Street.
Public realm and Development should contribute to the upgrade and improvement of
landscape/Public Art the existing public realm for the enhancement of the character and
appearance of the Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area. For
example, the wider pavements of King Street and Upper High Street
could accommodate street trees and street furniture. Residential
streets such as Churchfield Street and Abberley Street are distinctively
narrow and their character needs to be preserved.
Access/movement
On plot parking and rear courtyard parking is appropriate for
residential development sites, although servicing may have to be
from the street via designated drop off points.
Materials
Materials could incorporate some locally distinctive elements and also
contemporary style/materials which would complement the existing
character. King Street has more potential to have a more radical
architectural design approach whilst Abberley Street and Churchfield
Street have a stronger historic residential character.
Heritage Statement and Design and Access Statements accompanying proposals will be
required to make extensive reference to:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Dudley’s Historic Environment Record (HER);
Dudley Town Centre Urban Historic Landscape Characterisation (UHLC), Character
Zone 9 (Dudley King Street and Prospect Hill) and Character Zone 18 (Churchfield
Street, 19th Century Residential Area);
Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area Character Appraisal and Conservation
Management Plan;
Birmingham Archaeology, 2009, Archaeological Implications Assessment;
Birmingham Archaeology, 2008, Dudley Town Centre, Archaeological Desk Based
Assessment; and
Gifford, 2005, 65 Vicar Street, Dudley, archaeological desk-based assessment.
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Plan 7: Opportunity Sites 5 and 6: Opportunities and Constraints Plan
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Development Opportunity Site 7: Castle Hill/Tipton Road
6.29 This development opportunity site lies to the north east of the Dudley Town Centre
Conservation Area and east of the Castle Hill Conservation Area which comprises Dudley Zoo
and the castle with a woodland area situated immediately to the north extending towards
the Birmingham New Road (A4123). To the east of Castle Hill and adjacent to the proposed
Opportunity Site is the Zoo car parking and a visitor hub building. To the north of the site lie
the Royal Brierley Experience and Dudley Archives building, the Black Country Living
Museum and the Dudley Canal Trust.
6.30 Within the context of the Urban Historic landscape Characterisation, this opportunity
site falls within, Character Zone 3 (Caste Fields Regeneration Zone and the Oxford,
Worcester and Wolverhampton Railway). The openness of the area is a reminder of its past
character as fields, industrial land and the railway station and sidings.
6.31 Within the Opportunity Site, a Very Light Rail (VLR) Innovation Centre was given
outline planning consent in late 2016 at the foot of Castle Hill and runs parallel to Tipton
Road. The aim of the Very Light Rail National Innovation Centre (VLRNIC) Project is to build
a world-class hub to support the development of very light rail manufacturing in the UK. A
new Very Light Vehicle test track will run parallel to the existing disused heavy rail track
from the VLRNIC building to Cinder Bank some 2km south.
POLICY 13: DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY SITE 7: CASTLE HILL/TIPTON ROAD
Acceptable range of A variety of complementary uses that combine to regenerate the
Castle Hill area as a focus for visitor attraction and act as an
Land Uses
important gateway to Dudley Town Centre will be encouraged, as
listed below. Development will be required to fully respect the
nature conservation and archaeological value of the area, given its
location close to the historic environment of Castle Hill; refer to
Castle Hill Conservation Area Character Appraisal.
Retail and other development that is based on heritage, craft and
tourism that is directly connected to and ancillary to the promotion
of Castle Hill as a major tourist attraction.
The following uses are acceptable:
A1 Shops (Directly connected and ancillary to D1 uses and other
tourist-related use permitted)
A3 Food and Drink
A4 Drinking Establishments
C1 Hotels
C3 Dwelling Houses (Refer to the New Housing SPD for appropriate
density, the number of dwellings could vary as part of a
comprehensive mixed-use scheme)
D1 Non-residential Institutions
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D2 Assembly and Leisure
Protection of Light Rapid Transit Route
Potential Very Light Rail (VLR) and Innovation Centre
Constraints

This site is located within the defined ‘Development High Risk Area’
identified by the Coal Authority to indicate the presence of mining
legacy features that may result in land instability. This will need to be
considered.
DEVELOPMENT DESIGN PARAMETERS
Layout & Form
A series of buildings should provide active frontages to overlook the
public realm and highway.
Scale
Buildings should have at least a 2 storey scale with upper floor uses
whilst ensuring that their height does not adversely affect key views
to Dudley Castle and Castle Hill which form their backdrop: Refer to
from the Legibility Plan - strategic landmark L1, and skyline SK 1. New
buildings should provide architectural corner features marking the
junction of Tipton Road and the access road from the Tipton Road.
Enclosure
Position buildings behind the pavement with appropriate building
height to enclose the public realm.
Public realm and Create a network of tree-lined landscaped streets to connect the
landscape/Public Art development sites. Improve pedestrian environment between the
proposed and existing development. For example, improvement to
key crossing points, introduce measures to reduce vehicle speed,
coordinated street furniture and signage.
Access/movement
Vehicular and pedestrian access from the existing street/highway
networks. Reserve sufficient land for the Light Rapid Transit route
and stop.
Materials
A contemporary approach could be acceptable providing that high
quality building and landscaping materials are used.
Heritage Statement and Design and Access Statements accompanying proposals will be
required to make extensive reference to:
•
•

•
•

Dudley’s Historic Environment Record (HER);
Dudley Town Centre Urban Historic Landscape Characterisation (UHLC), Character
Zone 3 (Caste Fields Regeneration Zone and the Oxford, Worcester and
Wolverhampton Railway);
Castle Hill Conservation Area Appraisal; and
Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area Character Appraisal and Conservation
Management Plan.
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Plan 8: Opportunity Site 7: Opportunities and Constraints Plan
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Housing Opportunities
6.32 Over the plan period Dudley Town Centre and the wider Area Action Plan area will
be the focus for residential led regeneration. Increased housing growth in and around
Dudley will help enhance its vitality and viability. This is consistent with Policy HOU1 in the
Black Country Core Strategy and the vision for Regeneration Corridor 11a.
6.33 There is a need to achieve a mix of dwelling types, sizes and tenures. Housing
should address local needs, for example, for single person households and the elderly.
Housing need will be informed by the most up-to-date evidence base provided by the
Housing Needs Survey.
6.34 Many town centre sites are constrained in size and often have multiple ownerships.
There is a limited opportunity therefore to provide significant numbers of new housing
within the town centre, particularly larger family homes. However, whilst the overall
demand for apartments has fallen in recent times, there are locations where such housing
will be attractive, particularly within the core of the centre, and living above shops will be
supported where appropriate opportunities exist.
6.35 Conversion and extensions of buildings can make an important contribution to
additional housing supply. However, Dudley Council recognises that not all properties are
suitable for conversion or extension, and that there are some instances where conversions
or extensions would be detrimental to the appearance of the building or streetscape, or
lead to unacceptable impacts on amenity of neighbouring properties.
Housing Allocations within the Area Action Plan
6.36 The majority of new housing development is anticipated to come forward on the
allocated housing sites and Development Opportunity Sites. The Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has identified potential sites for housing development. The
Council will seek to ensure the on-site provision of affordable housing on all sites in line
with Core Strategy Policy HOU3: Affordable Housing and the Dudley Borough Development
Strategy Policy L3. Proposals for residential development on other sites will be considered
against the relevant policies in the AAP.
6.37 It is currently anticipated that at least 360 dwellings will be delivered within the
Area Action Plan area over the plan period (up to 2026) as set out in the table below. This
number will vary according to precise densities, dwelling mix, size, and could also increase
as other opportunities arise within the Centre.
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Policy 14: HOUSING ALLOCATIONS

Site Address

Current Position

Tipton Rd (Black Country
Museum)
Gypsies Tent Public
House site

Land adjacent to Black Country Museum
surplus to requirements
Vacant locally listed Public House(heritage
asset)
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Appleyard Site,
Wolverhampton St
Dudley
King Street, Flood Street

Currently underused and partly vacant
group of premises between
Wolverhampton Street and Stafford Street
Opportunity Site 1: Mixed use proposal on
current car park land
Opportunity Site 2: Mixed use development
block
Opportunity Site 3: Mixed use development
block
Opportunity Site 4: Mixed use including
redevelopment or possible conversion of
office block to residential
Opportunity Site 5: Mixed use site, Dudley
Town Centre. Conversion and
refurbishment of various retail and office
premises
Opportunity Site 6: Former Training Centre
vacated by Dudley Council
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Cavendish House/
Birdcage Walk
Tower Street
Trident Centre/Upper
High Street
Upper High Street/King
Street

Abberley Street, Dudley

Number of
Dwellings

TOTAL PROPOSALS

25

80
40
40
60

40

10
360 *

* This total is not a cap and the number could vary as part of comprehensive mixed-use schemes.
Refer to the New Housing SPD for appropriate density.

Employment Opportunities
6.39 There are no Regional Employment Land Sites (RELS), designated employment areas
or proposed employment (B1 – B8) allocations within the proposed Dudley Area Action Plan
Boundary. However, adjacent to the AAP Boundary there are two Regional Employment
Land Sites and proposed potential Strategic High Quality Employment Areas at Thomas
Dudley and Ionic Business Park, Castlegate, Dudley. Refer to Dudley Borough Development
Strategy (2017), High Quality Employment Area: Ref E11A.2.
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6.40 Within the wider Black Country Core Strategy Regeneration Corridor 11a ‘Dudley
Town Centre-Brierley Hill,’ the strategy is focussed on continuous improvements to the
quality of the employment offer by providing quality new sites and premises for modern
manufacturing businesses. These sites will be allocated through the Dudley Borough
Development Strategy DPD.
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7.

Proposed Policy Areas

7.1
To help deliver the vision for Dudley Town Centre, the AAP contains land use/policy
areas.

Shopping and Town Centre Uses
7.2
Within the Black Country Core Strategy three-tiered hierarchy of centres Dudley will
continue to perform a shopping role as a non-strategic town centre. Dudley Town Centre
will remain an important focus for day-to-day shopping and a range of other town centre
uses such as office, leisure and cultural facilities of an appropriate scale.
7.3
Retailing in the town is now
dominated by independent retailers with a
small number of national multiples, many
of which are discount orientated. There are
two shopping centres anchors in the town,
namely the Churchill Shopping Centre and
the Trident Centre, as well as the Fountain
Arcade shopping mall. There is a popular
permanent market in the middle of the
Figure 10: Upper High Street, towards Top Church
pedestrian section of the High Street which
has been redeveloped and enhanced. It
includes the modernised outdoor market with 74 stalls, new paving, feature lighting and
street furniture. The Plaza Mall Indoor Market is located centrally on the High Street as well
as smaller retail units between the Market Place and Tower Street. There is now only one
foodstore within the town centre, the Asda store at the top of the High Street.

Dudley’s Primary Shopping Area
7.4
The Primary Shopping Area is where retail development is concentrated. It
represents the central area of retail activity and is identifiable by larger pedestrian flows and
the presence of national retailers. The AAP Primary Shopping Area designation aims to
consolidate an adequate provision of shops in Dudley in order to maintain its focus of retail
activity. Any proposed retail development outside of this area, unless identified as an
acceptable use on one of the Opportunity Sites, will be subject to an assessment of its
impact on the vitality and viability of the Town Centre (a sequential test and impact
assessment.)
7.5
The 2011 Black Country Core Strategy Policy CEN4 ‘Regeneration of Town Centres,’
acknowledges that Dudley is unique as a ‘former’ strategic centre and is ‘first amongst
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equals’ in the network of non-strategic centres based on its current role and development
potential. For Dudley the BCCS Policy CEN4 identifies a need for 5,000 m2 net convenience
(food) retail floorspace and 15,000 m2 gross comparison (clothes) retail floorspace to serve
the town centre.
7.6
The additional retail floorspace will be focused within a tightly defined primary
shopping area to achieve a strengthened and compact core shopping area. The Development
Opportunity Sites in this document have been identified on the basis of their suitability to
accommodate the retail floorspace as well as other appropriate town centre uses. A basic
capacity exercise has been carried out to establish the level of development a site could
accommodate in terms of scale, massing and achieving a good standard of urban design.

Policy 15 – Retail Floorspace
The role of Dudley’s Primary Shopping Area as a focus of retail activity will be maintained
and enhanced. The AAP will allocate additional retail floorspace as identified by the Black
Country Core Strategy Policy CEN4 for 15,000 sq.m (gross) comparsion floorspace and 5,000
sq.m (net) convenience floorspace to be delivered by 2026.
Dudley Council will give in-principle support to proposals for retail within the Primary
Shopping Area subject to the proposals being:
•
•

Consistent with the range of retail floorspace proposed within the Development
Opportunity Sites;
In accordance with the requirements of Core Strategy Policy CEN4 ‘Regeneration of
Town Centres’;

In the case of any edge-of-centre proposals, unless identified as an acceptable use in a
Development Opportunity Site, will only be considered favourably if a ‘sequential test’
and ‘impact assessment’ contained in the most recent National Planning Guidance are
satisfied.
Primary Frontages
7.7
There remains a continued and important need to retain and strengthen the Primary
Shopping Area’s retail function. For this to be achieved it is necessary to limit the amount of
non-retail uses (i.e. those other than Use Class A1 Shops) that will be permitted within the
primary shopping area. The Primary Frontages cover premises in the Primary Shopping Area
and seek to maintain this area as a focus for shopping activity, providing a range of
convenience and comparison shopping goods (A1 retail use) for the local community.
Frontages are defined as being on the ground floor parts of a building fronting into the
street. As part of the proposed Development Opportunity Site 1: ‘Flood Street/King Street’ a
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new primary frontage is a specific design requirement in the area between New Mill Street
and Flood Street.

Figure 11: Fountain Arcade, Tower Street Elevation

Policy 16 – Primary Frontages
Within the protected frontages identified on the Policies Map, Dudley Council will resist
proposals that will lead to:
•
•

Bunching of non-retail uses (i.e. uses other than comparison or convenience
shopping) – no more than two non-retail uses adjacent to each other will be allowed;
More than 35% of all units identified as Primary Frontages being taken by non-retail
uses.

7.8
Current Government guidance encourages Council’s to also define secondary
frontages which provide greater flexibility in accommodating non A1-class activities such as
banks, betting offices, drinking establishments, restaurants and cafes. Secondary frontages
tend to be located adjacent to the primary shopping area. However, given that non retail
uses already dominate in these secondary shopping areas within Dudley town centre and
given their dispersed and piecemeal nature it is not considered necessary to identify
Secondary Frontages.
Beyond Dudley’s Primary Shopping Area
7.9
The wider town centre will continue its important role as a focus for a range of other
town centre land uses such as offices, leisure, entertainment, health, culture and tourism.
The Black Country Core Strategy Policy CEN4 specifically acknowledges that Dudley town
centre has a particular function as a heritage and leisure focus for regeneration.
7.10 Dudley Town Centre has a high proportion of vacant office buildings at present
including three of the largest office blocks within, or on the edge of the town at Cavendish
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House (long term vacant), St John’s House (recently vacated) and Falcon House (mostly
vacant). These large scale offices have become outdated and face demolition particularly in
the case of Cavendish House given the planning permissions for a new foodstore.
7.11 Many smaller independent offices are located on upper floors in buildings in the
town centre and the continued use of the upper floors of retail premises for offices or
residential conversions will continue to be encouraged. The Black Country Core Strategy
Policy CEN4 ‘Regeneration of Town Centres’ includes that the use of upper floors will be
encouraged to accommodate relevant town centre uses.
Policy 17 – Land uses outside Dudley’s Primary Shopping Area
Dudley Council will give support in principle to development proposals outside the Primary
Shopping Area but within the town centre boundary proposing:
•

Town centre uses other than shopping (A1 shops) - appropriate town centre land uses
being as identified in the most recent national planning policy guidance;

•

The re-use of the upper floors of premises within the town centre boundary,
particularly for residential or business/office uses, will be encouraged through
flexibility in the application of guidance and standards relating to amenity and
parking provision. Proposals for office development (B1a) will need to be in
accordance with the requirements of Core Strategy Policy CEN4.
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8.

Housing

8.1
Dudley Town Centre is part of the Growth Network within the Black Country Core
Strategy (Policy CSP1) and is part of Regeneration Corridor 11a of the Strategy. The
emphasis of the Dudley Area Action Plan, in line with the Core Strategy, is to provide
sustainable growth for Dudley Town Centre by encouraging more dwellings to be created
within the Centre over the coming years. This includes increasing the variety, size and mix of
housing to attract more and more people to live in the Centre creating a more cohesive and
prosperous community which is also in line with Polices HOU1 and HOU2 of the Black
Country Core Strategy.
8.2
Given the historic nature and layout of many of the streets and buildings within the
Centre, it is important that new housing proposals recognise and reinforce the local
character and distinctiveness of the Town and be very sensitive to its existing heritage
assets. This provides the opportunity to support living over the shops which and frontages.
However this also limits the opportunity to provide significant numbers of larger family
homes which is a key housing need.
8.3
Housing need will be informed by an up to date evidence base and Housing Needs
Surveys so that a balanced mix of accommodation types and sizes is provided in the Centre
to meet current needs and future aspirations. The list of housing allocations can be found in
Section 6: Development Opportunity Sites and Housing Opportunities.

Figure 12: Former Post Office, Wolverhampton Street

Policy 18 – Housing within the Dudley Area Action Plan Boundary
Dudley Council will give in-principle support for proposals for housing within the AAP
boundary subject to the proposals:
•

Being in accordance with the housing allocations and Development Opportunity
Sites;
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•

•
•

Being consistent with all other housing policies within the Black County Core Strategy
(including Policy HOU3 Affordable Housing) and the Dudley Borough Development
Strategy Policy L3;
Recognising and relating to the historic buildings, assets and street layouts within
Dudley Town Centre respecting local historic character and distinctiveness;
Ensuring there is a mix of housing types, tenures and sizes to reflect the needs of the
community in line with the latest available evidence base on housing need.

Living over the Shops will also be encouraged where feasible and particularly where it will
help to protect, conserve and improve historic buildings.
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9.

Education

9.1
Dudley College has undertaken a phased programme of relocation of its facilities to
bring them together in Dudley town centre providing a central ‘learning quarter’ for the
town. The town centre location will ensure that Dudley College’s facilities are accessible to
people from different parts of the borough thereby making it more attractive to study in
Dudley.
9.2
The expansion of Dudley College’s is a good asset for the town centre. It’s a dynamic
land use which can attract large number of students and staff into the town centre helping
to boost the vitality of the town. It also supports a range of adult learning and business
development whilst increasing the skills and prospects of local people. A strong local
student population is a vital source to support the local economy and local employment
including better use of public transport facilities and use of shops and other town centre
uses at lunch-time and after college hours.
9.3
Part of the Black Country
Growth Deal, ‘Made in the Black
Country, Sold around the World’,
the new Centre for Advanced
Building
Technologies
and
Construction (CABTech), will play a
significant role in supporting the
Black Country Strategic Economic
Plan. Ultimately the centre hopes
to enable Dudley Borough to bring
training opportunities in advanced
building and construction skills to
Figure 13: Rear of Evolve, Dudley College
the region that will support the
recovery of the construction industry and its supply chain.
9.4
The college programmes work in partnership with a range of employers who have
helped shape and develop the curriculum and the college will offer services directly to these
employers to thereby encourage the growth of engineering in the Borough.
9.5
As part of the College’s Learning Quarter, Dudley Evolve has a new state of the art
indoor sport facility which is managed as a dual use facility meaning it is available for public
bookings as well as student use. There are many benefits to a successfully managed dual use
facility which can provide a sustainable future for the parties involved including reduced
cost to the College of operating the facility. An all-weather sports pitch on Priory Road has
been built to enhance the sports facilities on offer in the town centre.
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9.7
The local primary and secondary schools within the town centre, together with
libraries, archives and museums are the foundations for learning that feeds the A level
colleges, FE colleges and universities sector. With upwards of 50,000 student visits or formal
educational places per year these provide the foundation of education in the town and
educational support and life-long learning amongst the older community within the town
centre.
Policy 19 – Education
Education provision within the town centre will continue to build on the success of the
existing primary and secondary schools, libraries, archives and museums and the Dudley
College developments. Further extensions to learning provision will be supported and
encouraged where:
•
•

They are well integrated with the town centre and the surrounding land uses;
There is a recognised need for them.

Existing education establishments will be safeguarded and the use of the educational sports
facilities will be encourage as ‘shared use’ facilities where appropriate.
The Council will give support in principle to an expansion of transport infrastructure
especially bus services to meet learners’ needs.
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10.

Leisure and Tourism

10.1 Dudley Castle, together with Dudley Zoo, the Black Country Living Museum and the
Canal Trust, Town Hall, and their connections to adjacent attractions and amenities
including Wrens Nest National Nature Reserve define Dudley as the key tourism/visitor
economy node of the Black Country.
10.2 These attractions, in connection with the other 40 or so geologically significant sites
across the Black Country form the core of the Global Geotourism Initiative of the Black
Country Global Geopark. This initiative aims to raise the profile of the area’s visitor economy
to help to support and underpin those very aspects that make Dudley and other areas of the
Black Country unique.
10.3 Dudley has a wide range of leisure and tourist attractions in very close proximity to
each other offering an unrivalled visitor and heritage learning experience. The castle, the
limestone promontory on which it sits, the internationally paleontological importance and
the rich industrial heritage have provided the foundation for a unique tourism experience in
the immediate vicinity of the town centre. The Wrens Nest, Seven Sisters Cavern, Dudley
Castle and nearby Black Country Living Museum have ensured that the town’s profile as a
tourist destination is significant and are key factors for its future in the global geotourism
market. Regional awareness and the perception of Dudley as a high quality leisure and
tourism destination is beginning to gather momentum but this needs to be bolstered and
improved by ensuring that appropriate visitor infrastructure is put in place to support
Dudley’s leisure and tourism offer and accessibility.

Figure 14: Entrance to Dudley Zoo

Figure 15: Black Country Living Museum
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Visitor Attractions
10.4 The £10m Castle Hill redevelopment scheme focused on the eastern side of Castle
Hill has delivered new visitor infrastructure that connects Dudley Zoo, The Black Country
Living Museum, Dudley Archives and Dudley Canal Trust together and provides other visitor
infrastructure including car parks, footpaths and signage with connections to the town
centre and the woodland on the hill. This is fundamental enabling work that, together with
the VLR Innovation Centre and other planned or active heritage and urban realm
improvements, will promote the development of the visitor economy and raise visitor
capacity to at least 1 million visits.
10.5 Other developments will include a new visitor hub providing people with
information on the area’s geological sites and the Black Country Global Geopark Project. A
new entrance for the zoo with new seating, themed artworks and paving to improve the
access and attractiveness of the southern end of Castle Hill has been completed. New signs,
seats and message boards will be placed on roads around Castle Hill directing to the town
and each of the attractions as part of the scheme. Although the castle provides a strong
visual backdrop to the town, stronger physical links and signposting of the town’s heritage,
hospitality and leisure attractions are needed to provide a more appealing and enticing
visitor experience that encourages longer visitor stays.
10.6 The refurbished market place and renewed public realm in the town centre offer an
improved attractive town centre environment, which together with the library and concert
hall, and the establishment of the learning quarter offer a significant part of the visitor
economy package that supports the vitality and economy of the town. Recent town centre
events, anniversary celebrations and festivals such as the Black Country Festival held within
the town have had significant impacts on visitor numbers and boosted the local economy.
The planned refurbishment of Dudley Bus Station, as well as further investment in
the retail offer within the town will further encourage linked trips from other areas and will
establish links to the wider national transport network. Plans to host further events in the
town centre and make provision for street entertainment and local food/farmers markets
are being explored which would further act as an incentive to encourage visitors from the
attractions into the town centre.

10.7
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Plan 9: Tourism and Visitor Attractions within Dudley Borough
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10.8 The opening of the Dudley Canal Trust ‘Portal Building’ the Black Country Living
Museum’s aspiration for a Black Country ‘Steam’ Project, which would bring historical items
of industrial machinery back into working use, all have potential to significantly increase the
visitor numbers to the town and Castle Hill.
10.9 The town centre is the ‘hub’ for tourist attractions. The tourism and leisure sectors
are vital to the local economy, the wellbeing and learning base of Dudley. Their
distinctiveness is what makes large numbers of people (up to 1 million) come to the town
each year. Ideally, the creation of a tourism facility/centre that provides information,
supports visitor enquiries relating to travel and accommodation, and showcases all that the
area has to offer to visitors will be developed. Such services are often operated in proximity
to, or at, travel hubs such as rail and bus stations and there may be opportunities with the
bus station redevelopment project.
10.10 The town centre is rich in diversity and there are a number of religious institutions of
various denominations within the town, and their role and functions within the centre is
encouraged. Top Church (St. Thomas) and Bottom Church (St. Edmunds) play an important
role as key landmarks in the town centre and the use and diversification of these buildings
in order that they can play a more active role in the leisure, heritage and tourism role of the
town centre, has value.
10.11 Information provision on-line is helpful and some work has been done on this with
the creation and evolution of the ‘Discover Dudley’ website, and the creation of specific
website for each of the visitor attractions. In addition, Dudley Council’s Historic
Environment Web Pages provide helpful links to town centre heritage trails including the
Tecton Trail. Work is underway on the provision of Quick Response (QR) scans throughout
the town centre as part of Heritage Trails being delivered through the Townscape Heritage
scheme funded by Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) and the Council. This provides a quick
response link to more information which can be read by most camera phones and smart
phones. People can scan the QR code through the camera and have extended interpretive
information or signpost other points of interest in and around the area.
Evening Economy
10.12 Within the town centre, the range of evening economy activities (restaurants, cafes,
bars, clubs and entertainment venues) and health and fitness provision, is limited. New
development of this type will be encouraged in the town centre to cater for new town
centre residents, students and visitors alike. There is recognition that smaller scale leisure
activities are an important component of a town centre’s evening economy/urban living
experience and should be brought forward with, or in tandem with, retail and residential led
schemes. Good design principles will be employed to ensure development layouts, public
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spaces, streets, footpaths and cycle ways consider the safety and security of places and
encourage natural surveillance.
10.13 This objective is already being implemented with the town’s former fire station on
Stone Street Square which has been transformed into a new bar-restaurant as a result of a
£900,000 refurbishment. The Glass House uses the heritage theme of the square which is on
the site of the former Dudley Flint Glassworks that was there long before the fire station
and is reflected in the artworks in the paving of the square. This building – (23 Priory Street)
was last used as a café and was refurbished as part of a new project funded by The Heritage
Lottery Fund (HLF) and the Council. Work on the building includes the reinstatement of a
number of key architectural and heritage features, including the original fire station
frontage
including
the
reconstruction of the fire
station doors.
10.14 This development is
now helping to bolster the
evening time economy and

Figure 16: The Old Glass House in Stone Street

ties in with the other regeneration projects across the town.
10.15 The visitor attractions and heritage features of the
town form a globally unique cluster of assets that are vital
to the economy and wellbeing of the town. The heritage
assets of the area will be conserved and sensitively
developed to increase their importance to the economy,
education and wellbeing of residents, visitors, students,
and local businesses. Any developments on, in or near to Figure 17: Former Fire Station in
Priory Street, now restored
these assets will only be acceptable if a full assessment of
their impacts on the special heritage has been made and they are deemed to meet the
necessary requirements.
Policy 20 – Leisure and Tourism
Physical linkages between the town centre and the Castle Hill Development Opportunity Site
will be enhanced. As the castle mound provides the single most visible landscape feature and
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strong statement about the history, the character of the landscape and settlement of the
town, the design of any new development must protect, conserve and enhance its aspect
and landscape and heritage qualities.
Opportunities to contribute to the upgrade and resiting of a tourism information centre/
visitor hub providing a wider range of visitor services (which could include marketing of
future town centre events) will be encouraged.
Opportunities to enhance the evening economy should be maximised through the
development of restaurants, cafes and drinking establishments (A3 and A4 uses), and new
D2 uses such as a cinema, a theatre (Sui Generis use) and a hotel (C1 use) in appropriate
locations – refer to Development Opportunity Sites.
The enhancement of further and existing heritage, sporting and cultural facilities and
activities within the town centre will be encouraged making the most of the public realm,
town centre squares the market place and other suitable sites.
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11.

Historic Environment

11.1 The historic importance of Dudley Town Centre is recognised as a major asset in
delivering regeneration and enhancing the town centre as a tourist destination. Large parts
of the AAP area fall within either the Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area or the Castle
Hill Conservation Area. In addition there are three Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAM’s)
and the Priory Park Registered Park and Garden which also cover a significant part of the
AAP area. All proposals therefore will be required to preserve and where appropriate
enhance the distinctive local character architectural interest of the Town Centre. Sensitive
intervention to restore, repair and enhance the historic fabric of the town centre is a central
theme of the AAP.
11.2 The town of Dudley grew up around the foot of the castle and from the early
medieval period up to the Civil War, Dudley changed little. In the 17th Century, Dudley saw a
steady expansion due to the growth of coal mining and iron working. The largest expansion
of Dudley as a settlement is however mainly attributed to the 18th and 19th centuries during
the Black Country’s industrial heyday. Throughout this period of rapid expansion, Dudley
kept its image as a bustling market town and today the market place is still a busy focal
point located at the heart of the town centre.
11.3 Perhaps the most important
aspect of Dudley’s townscape lies in
the survival of both the pattern of
medieval streets and ‘entries’ and key
landmarks such as the Castle and Zoo,
Dudley Priory, the two town churches
(both Grade II* listed) and the public
monuments such as the Grade II* listed
drinking fountain located in the centre
of the Market Place. Care should
therefore be taken in designing new
development to ensure that the town’s
Figure 18: Dudley Castle Aerial View
historic interest is preserved and
enhanced; these should provide framework for development.
11.4 Accordingly, the Dudley Urban Historic Landscape Characterisation (UHLC) and
Conservation Area Character Appraisals for Castle Hill and Dudley Town Centre have been
prepared and provide an up-to-date evidence base for managing the planning of the town
centre from a historic perspective. The appraisals provide evidence about those features of
the historic environment that contribute positively to the quality of the environment. They
also identify issues that currently detract from the quality of the historic environment and
create a negative sense of place.
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Plan 10: Designated Heritage Assets and Heritage Assets of Local Significance
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11.5 Listed buildings, Conservation Areas and all other presently known sites of
archaeological or historic interest in Dudley are recorded in detail within the Historic
Buildings Sites and Monuments Record (HBSMR) held by the Council. Developers should
always consult the Dudley HBSMR at the earliest possible planning stage and before giving
detailed consideration to any proposals for development which could adversely affect sites
of archaeological or historic significance. Policies accordingly should take full account of the
need to protect, conserve and enhance the heritage assets above and below ground.
Dudley Urban Historic Landscape Characterisation study (UHLC)
11.6 The “Dudley Urban Historic Landscape Characterisation” (UHLC) provides the
evidence base to inform an understanding of the town's historic character. This evidence
should be used in considering how new development proposals and the enhancement of
existing townscapes and landscapes should respect Dudley’s character.
11.7 The boundary of the UHLC study area is not contiguous with that for the AAP but
spreads wider in order to more fully capture the historic extent of Dudley town and to
include its associated hinterland. The study describes the historical development of Dudley
and identifies eighteen Historic Townscape Character Zones within the Town Centre and
beyond as shown on the Plan 11. For each Character Zone, individual buildings and spaces
have been identified, which contribute positively or otherwise to local character (Plan 12).
11.8 Locally significant areas of high historic townscape and landscape value have been
identified alongside individual heritage assets of varying significance, including
Archaeological Priority Areas (APA). The results of the UHLC will be used to gain an
informed appreciation of the historic character of Dudley, thus assisting in positive place
making and development ensuring these respects and reinforce local character and
distinctiveness.
11.9 Where physical evidence of historic character persists in the form of assets that
make a positive contribution to local distinctiveness, such assets should be conserved and
wherever possible enhanced. New development should respect and respond to the positive
characteristics of the locality such that local distinctiveness is reinforced in a complementary
manner. As with Core Strategy Policy ENV2 'Historic Character and Local Distinctiveness', the
aim of these policies in this AAP is to maintain the individual identity and character of
Dudley as a whole.
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Plan 11: Historic Townscape Character Zones within Dudley
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Plan 12: Key Historic Townscape and Landscape Features identified in the Dudley UHLC
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11.10 Areas of High Historic Townscape Value (AHHTV) have been identified through the
Dudley Borough wide UHLC on the periphery of the AAP boundary within residential areas
around Priory and Wrens Nest, Churchfield Street, West Dudley, Blowers Green and Kate’s
Hill (Plan 10). The borough wide UHLC indicated that these areas exhibit a concentration of
historic assets that make a positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness.
Being located outside the AAP boundary, these areas are protected under policies within
the Dudley Borough Development Strategy; however as these areas represent historic
settlement and suburban growth outside the town centre, it is important that routes are
enhanced to these areas, connecting with the town centre and new development.

Figure 19: Wolverhampton Street, Dudley

11.11 The following policy aims to ensure that the character and quality of Dudley’s
historic environment is responded to by proposed development.
Policy 21 – Conservation and Enhancement of Local Character and Distinctiveness in
Dudley
All development proposals:
•

Should take account of the locally distinctive character of the area in which they are
to be sited, including its historic character, setting and context and should respect
and respond to its positive attributes. Proposals that would result in the loss of
physical assets, whether man made or natural that positively contribute to the local
character and distinctiveness of Dudley’s landscape and townscape will be resisted,
they should be retained, their settings should be respected, and wherever possible be
enhanced. Consideration of the loss of a physical asset has regard to the importance
of the asset, the extent of any loss, and the public benefit arising from development.

•

Should be designed so as to reinforce and enhance local distinctiveness, accordingly
planning applications will be determined with particular reference to the contents
and findings of the Dudley Urban Historic Landscape Characterisation (UHLC);
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•

Should make full reference in Design and Access Statements and Heritage Statements
accompanying development proposals to the Dudley (UHLC) and to information held
in Dudley Council’s Historic Environment Record (HER). By clearly setting out the
steps that have been taken to sustain features identified in the UHLC as:
-

contributing positively to the quality of the historic environment;
resolving issues identified in the UHLC;
setting out how development will achieve locally responsive outcomes through
either traditional or more contemporary design solutions.

In cases where changes of character or demolition are unavoidable, Dudley Council will seek
to ensure that provision is made for an appropriate level of archaeological recording to take
place prior to the alteration of the features concerned.
Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area
11.12 Dudley Town Centre was designated as a Conservation Area in 2005 following
extensive public consultation on the Conservation Area Character Appraisal. In 2006 a
Conservation Area Management Plan for Dudley Town Centre was endorsed by Cabinet in
support of a HLF Stage 2 bid for a Townscape Heritage Initiative scheme (THI) for the Dudley
Town Centre Conservation Area. The bid was successful and the THI has been in operation
since 2008. The THI has seen the delivery of a number of schemes that in combination with
other strategic regeneration initiatives, such as the public realm work in Stone Street, Castle
Street and the Market Place, plus the work undertaken by Dudley College with the creation
of the town centre campus, have collectively led to a demonstrable improvement in the
quality of the Town Centre Conservation Area. There is however elements within the
Conservation Area that do not preserve or enhance the character and appearance of the
Conservation Area. These have been identified in the Conservation Area Character
Appraisal.
11.13 To inform the preparation of the AAP, the 2004 Conservation Area Appraisal for
Dudley Town Centre and the 2006 Conservation Management Plan has been re-appraised
and up-dated in parallel with the Historic Landscape Characterisation work. The 2015
Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area Appraisal sets out the historic development of the
Conservation Area, justifies a small amendment to the Conservation boundary and
highlights those elements of the built or natural environment that contribute to its
character and appearance. It also sets out the issues that currently negatively impact on the
Conservation Area and which need to be addressed. The Appraisal identifies eight character
areas, each with their own individual and definable character which collectively creates a
sense of place within the Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area. The boundaries of these
character areas are shown below.
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Plan 13: Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area Character Areas

11.14 The Town Centre Conservation Area reflects the medieval extent of the town and
also includes the market place and the 18th and 19th century expansion to the north
including the civic quarter, St James’s Road and Ednam Road high quality housing. The
relationship with the castle can still be appreciated in views from the town centre, although
addressing connectivity between the two is a key objective of the AAP. Buildings range in
date from the 18th century to the present day;and vary widely in style. Located throughout
the Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area are a number of statutorily listed, locally listed
buildings and non-listed historic buildings which have heritage value. It is important to note
that beyond the conservation area boundary there are also a wealth of historic buildings
that also positively contribute to the character and appearance of the town.
11.15 The purpose of this policy is to ensure that all proposals within the Dudley Town
Centre Conservation Area enhance the distinctive local character, architectural and historic
interest of the Town Centre, including buildings, character areas, open spaces and the public
realm.
Policy 22 – Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area
Proposed development will be determined with particular reference to the contents and
findings of the Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan.
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Proposals for the inappropriate demolition, alteration or extension of buildings in the Dudley
Town Centre Conservation Area, or proposals for works which would be detrimental to its
character or setting and which could inappropriately prejudice views into or out of the
Conservation Area, will be resisted. Priority will be given to the retention and enhancement
of buildings of heritage value identified in the Conservation Area Appraisal.
Proposals to develop or redevelop sites and convert buildings will be required to preserve or
enhance the character or appearance of the Conservation Area and contribute positively to
the wider regeneration of Dudley Town Centre.
All proposals within the Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area will be required and, where
appropriate, enhance the distinctive local character architectural and historic interest of the
town centre including buildings, character zones, open spaces and the public realm in
particular:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Encouraging the reinstatement of lost architectural detail;
Maintaining viability through the effective reuse of historic buildings, particularly
vacant upper floors;
Removing buildings that have a negative impact on the area;
Providing infill development that respects prevailing height, form, building line, plot
rhythm, proportions and fenestration;
Removing poorly designed shop fronts, outdoor advertisements and signage;
Making use of traditional building materials or complementary new materials that
contribute positively to local distinctiveness;
Retaining, enhancing and restoring historic views and vistas indentified in the
appraisal;
Ensuring that advertising and signage proposals respect the character and
appearance of the conservation area in terms of siting, size, number, materials,
colours and illumination.

Castle Hill Conservation Area
11.16 Castle Hill Conservation Area is an important area of townscape and landscape: an
area of high historical, archaeological, geological, ecological, landscape, tourist and leisure
value. It is primarily an area of open space and woodland stretching north-south and is
located upon a large outcrop of Much Wenlock Limestone Formation strata deposited in the
Silurian Period some 428 to 429 million years ago. The hill is a prominent geomorphological
feature and icon of Dudley and the borough. The north of the Castle Hill is woodland which
contains rock face exposures and ravines, and provides a potentially valuable recreational
resource as well as evidence of the Earl of Dudley’s network of carriage drives developed
over the earlier mineral railways associated with the late 18th century limestone workings. It
is the starting point for the borough’s ‘Limestone Way’ which starts at Castle Hill and runs to
Wren’s Nest National Nature Reserve and Sedgley Beacon. It is also where Dudley Canal
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Trust provides access to the 18th century canal system which runs under Castle Hill via canal
narrow boats to 80,000 visitors per year.
11.17 The imposing ruins and earthworks of the medieval castle, a Scheduled Ancient
Monument and Grade I Listed Structure, dominate the southern end of the hill which is
surrounded by the landscape and buildings of Dudley Zoological Gardens (DZG) which
contains the listed collection of early 20th Zoo buildings by the Tecton Partnership which
currently have World Monument Fund Status. The geological interest of Castle Hill is
internationally renowned and there is a unique legacy of a well-preserved limestone
quarrying landscape of national significance, designated a Scheduled Ancient Monument in
2004. It displays evidence of both surface and underground limestone working with
associated canals, limekilns, caverns and other structures dating from the late medieval
period throughout the Industrial Revolution until the modern era. In addition the hill
possesses a wealth of important ecological features.
11.18 The Dudley Urban Historic Landscape Characterisation (UHLC) and the Castle Hill
Conservation Area Appraisal (2015), in conjunction with the design information held in
Dudley Council’s Historic Environment Record, should be used to inform proposals for
future development and enhancement. The purpose of the following policy is to ensure the
protection and enhancement of the very special and diverse components of Castle Hill so
that they can co-exist without detriment to each other.
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Castle Hill Conservation Area

Plan 14: Castle Hill Conservation Area Character Areas
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Policy 23 – Castle Hill Conservation Area
Planning applications will be determined with particular reference to the contents and
findings of the Castle Hill Conservation Area Appraisal. In particular:
•

Proposals for the inappropriate demolition, alteration or extension of buildings in the
Castle Hill Centre Conservation Area, proposals for works which would be detrimental
to its character or setting, and proposals which could prejudice views into or out of
the Conservation Area will be resisted. Priority will be given to the retention and
enhancement of heritage assets identified in the Conservation Area Appraisal.

The Council will safeguard and seek to enhance the special architectural, historical,
archaeological, geological, ecological interest and open landscape of the Castle Hill
Conservation Area while promoting the development of the area as a visitor attraction by:•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Ensuring the significance of Dudley Castle (Scheduled Ancient Monument), including
its setting, is not prejudiced and the key views into and out of the Castle Hill
Conservation Area are preserved and enhanced;
Encouraging the enhancement of the existing major tourist attractions such as
Dudley Castle, Dudley Canal and Caverns, quarried limestone exposures, and the
Tecton Buildings and Zoo in a way that respects the highly sensitive character and
setting of the Conservation Area;
Encouraging the conservation and enhancement of the Castle Hill Woodlands,
including developing their potential to be a visitor attraction by supporting improved
access to paths and wildlife corridors across the hill, footpath signage, interpretation
and management of the Castle Hill Woodland and limestone Ravines and the
associated ‘mineral railway’ paths;
Encouraging reconnection of Castle Hill with Dudley Town Centre via Castle Street in
a way that will preserve and enhance the character and appearance of both
Conservation Areas and reveal the significance of their shared history;
Encouraging provision of enhanced access to the Sharrington Range and gatehouse
within the Castle in order that the historical and architectural significance of the
castle ruins can be sustained and appreciated and to develop their value as a tourist
attraction;
Encouraging the continuation of the repair and architectural reinstatement works to
the Tecton Buildings and their sympathetic reuse;
Ensuring the protection of the geological and manmade historic resources such as the
Limestone Caverns and encouraging proposals that would enhance these features as
visitor attractions whilst respecting their historic, scenic, geological and nature
conservation value and setting within the Conservation Area.
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Identification of Archaeological Priority Areas
11.19 In Dudley, it is considered that the whole extent of the medieval planned town
should be considered to be an Archaeological Priority Area (APA), in addition there are also
some specific sites associated with the glass industry such as the 18th century remains of the
cone belonging to the former Dudley Flint Glass Works, now located below Stone Street
Square, that are also worthy of their own status as a Archaeological Priority Area.
11.20 The town centre has a high potential for the presence of significant archaeological
remains dating from its medieval origins in the 12th century right through its development
during early modern periods to its growth and expansion during the Industrial revolution.
The archaeological potential of Dudley is well recorded and the significance of Dudley in the
context of regional archaeological research is acknowledged in the English Heritage
sponsored document ‘West Midlands Regional Research Framework’ as well as it being
heavily referenced in various national publications such as ‘Medieval Archaeology’.

Plan 15: Archaeological Priority Areas

11.21 Dudley Council’s Historic Environment Record (HER) records sites in the AAP area as
having high potential for the survival of archaeological remains of regional or national
importance but have yet to be designated. Dudley Council will consider the preservation of
such archaeological remains when assessing planning applications, as well as identifying
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opportunities to make greater use of the archaeological resource in sustaining the area’s
character and distinctiveness.
11.22 The potential importance of such archaeologically sensitive areas is recognised
through the 'Archaeological Priority Areas' (APA), as shown on the Heritage Assets Map.
Other areas of high archaeological potential may also be identified over the life of this AAP
which will be subject to the same policy. Where a site on which development proposed
includes or has potential to include, heritage assets with archaeological interest developers
will be required, using the appropriate level of professional expertise, to submit a deskbased assessment and, where necessary, a field evaluation or excavation in order that the
impact of a proposal on the heritage asset can be assessed.
Policy 24 – Archaeological Priority Areas
Archaeological Priority Areas (APAs) have been identified in the Dudley Urban Historic
Landscape Characterisation (UHLC) and they have been further described in the
Conservation Area Appraisal’s for Dudley Town Centre and Castle Hill. In respect of these
and any other areas of potential archaeological significance that may be identified in the
Dudley Council Historic Environment Record (HER) through the life of the plan, Dudley
Council will:
•

•

•

•

Require developers as part of any planning application to provide adequate
information to allow the full and proper consideration of the impact of the proposed
development on archaeological remains through a desk top based archaeological
appraisal and as Dudley Council deem appropriate subsequent physical site
evaluation/excavation and building recording;
Resist development that would have a damaging impact upon significant
archaeological remains and where potentially negative impacts have been identified
expect developers to devise and put forward for agreement suitable measures
designed to mitigate such impact in order to preserve buildings, structures or buried
deposits in situ;
Where preservation in situ would be unreasonable, seek to ensure that provision is
made for an appropriate level of archaeological investigation and recording of any
building, structure or buried deposit of interest prior to the commencement of
development, site clearance or infrastructure works and for appropriate publication
of the results;
Encourage development that reveals the area’s history and character through
interpretation of archaeological remains, either through the design of the
development or the use of public art.
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12.

Transport, Access and Movement

12.1 Ease of movement with an attractive, people friendly environment is essential if the
vision for Dudley Town Centre is to be achieved. The town centre must continue to provide
the necessary infrastructure, including public transport facilities, walking and cycling
infrastructure and publicly available car parks to maximise its accessibility.
12.2 Dudley is at the heart of the Black Country and is inextricably linked to its road
network. Improving road capacity and access to the motorway network to the important
tourism, commercial, industrial and employment areas in Dudley via the strategic highway
network corridors to the M5/M6 motorway junctions is vital to help increase investment
and regeneration in and around Dudley Town Centre. Maintaining and improving the
efficiency of the local road network will benefit commuters, visitors and public transport
users by reducing congestion and providing more reliable journey times into and out of
Dudley.
Policy 25 – Access and Movement
All development must ensure that appropriate levels of access and parking are provided for
all modes of transport. Development should ensure that:
•
•
•

•

Streets link up and layouts are designed to encourage safe walking and cycling by all
users irrespective of disability;
Direct, convenient and safe access is provided for pedestrians, cyclists and people
with disabilities;
Townscape and landscape enhancements should incorporate measures for the ease
of access of everybody. This is particularly to ensure unhindered movement for
everybody to and within Dudley Town Centre. Proposals should be in accordance with
Dudley Council’s Access for All Supplementary Planning Document, and are required
to incorporate an Access Statement that shows how the principles of inclusive design
have been integrated;
In some instances, a proposal may have substantial benefits to the wider local
community but may not be able to achieve full accessibility due to heritage assets
status, and therefore a considered approach may be adopted.
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Plan 16: Local Road Network

The Highway Network
12.3 The existing street pattern established over many years contains an extensive series
of primary and secondary thoroughfares, integrating the key activities of the town centre. In
terms of vehicular movement, the Dudley Southern Bypass and the A4123 Birmingham New
Road are the major strategic routes that provide access to the town centre from the south
and the east. A number of peripheral roads serve through traffic to/from the north and
northwest of the Town, including Wellington Road, Stafford Street, Wolverhampton Street,
The Parade, The Broadway and Castle Hill. Dudley Council will continue to manage and
improve the highway network to improve access to the town centre while at the same time
discouraging the inappropriate use of roads within the AAP boundary for through traffic.
The potential introduction of a 20mph zone covering the core of the town centre would
assist in discouraging through traffic whilst at the same time providing the opportunity to
create an improved and safer environment for pedestrians and cyclists.
12.4 Parts of the Strategic Highway Network within Dudley suffer from significant traffic
congestion: in particular, the A461 at Castlegate and Cinderbank Roundabouts are
significantly congested and over capacity during peak hours and as such act as barriers
preventing growth. In essence, improvements to such strategic junctions within the
highway network will help support economic development and regeneration of key
employment areas and connectivity to regional and international gateways.
12.5 The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) has set out clear visions and a
mandate for growth to build on the strengths and successes of the Black Country. One of
the visions of the Black Country LEP is “A transport revolution will have taken place with our
bus, metro, rail and road networks making it easy to move around the Black Country, into
Birmingham and the rest of the City Region.”
12.6 By unlocking the congested network within, and around, Dudley Town Centre, this
part of the vision of the LEP will be achieved: by improving the road network to make it
easier not only for access to and from Dudley making it a more inviting area for investment,
but also to enable easier movements between Black Country strategic centres and the
national motorway network via M5 Junction 2 and M6 Junction 10.
12.7
This is consistent within the West Midlands Strategic Transport Plan covering the
time period up to 2033/34. The plan sets out the future transport strategy and interventions
for the West Midlands Metropolitan area and identifies new approaches towards the
funding and delivery of transport schemes in partnerships with key stakeholders in the
region.
Policy 26 – Managing and Developing the Highway Network in the Town Centre
Dudley Council will continue to maintain and improve access in and around Dudley Town
Centre and safeguard the existing highway network as appropriate.
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Public Transport
12.8 Dudley is a significant centre in the Black Country for a range of leisure, tourism and
employment opportunities but further growth requires improvements to public transport.
Improved public transport facilities in and around the Town Centre are needed to positively
encourage the use of public transport as an alternative means of transport.
12.9 Bus travel into the town centre is extensive and is currently the only easily
accessible, well-provisioned mode of public transport. The existing bus station, with 19
stands, is conveniently located adjoining the Primary Shopping Area alongside Fisher Street.
The current facilities at Dudley Bus Station were implemented in 1987 and as such are now
considered tired and substandard. The bus station is in need of renovation/redevelopment
to improve the customer experience, improve operational efficiency, and provide a high
quality, modern gateway into Dudley Town Centre.
12.10 Centro, the Passenger Transport Executive (PTE) for the West Midlands, is
considering their options for the improvement of the Bus Station. The key objectives for the
bus station redevelopment scheme will aim:
•
•

•
•

To provide an improved quality bus station facility, improving the passenger experience,
increasing patronage and multi modal shift.
To create a safer environment for bus operators and passengers, minimise passenger
and vehicle conflict, enhance walking routes to and from the bus station and
surrounding town centre.
To provide sufficient overall operational capacity, including room for growth and
improving sustainable transport facilities within Dudley Town Centre.
To safeguard and improve bus access to the station, providing improved connectivity to
transport networks within the town centre.

12.11 Currently Dudley Town Centre has no direct access to the national rail network with
Dudley Port Station being approximately 2 miles away. Light Rapid Transit or Metro will
have a key role in enhancing the accessibility for people travelling to and from Dudley Town
Centre. In Dudley borough, the proposed Metro line provides a link from Castle Hill up into
the Town Centre, adjacent to the bus station. The route then continues at street level along
King Street and down Flood Street, and then continues west towards Brierley Hill. Dudley
Council will continue to work in partnership with the West Midlands Integrated Transport
Authority (WMITA) to assist in the delivery of any public transport improvements in the
locality.
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Plan 17: Integrated Transport Network (wider Context)
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Policy 27 – Public Transport
Dudley Council will continue to safeguard existing public transport provision as appropriate.
In particular:
•
•

The route of the Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Midland Metro Extension will be
safeguarded to provide long term connectivity across the Black Country;
Appropriate improvements to the public transport network in and around Dudley Town
Centre, in particular connectivity to the national rail network and the Bus Station.

Dudley Council will support proposals for a new bus station /interchange facility to serve the
town to help facilitate wider regeneration.
Pedestrian Movement
12.12 Good pedestrian access, both into and within the town centre, is essential to support
sustainable growth in Dudley. Improved accessibility for pedestrians, people with disabilities
and public transport users will be particularly important. The potential introduction of a
20mph zone covering the retail core of the Town Centre would provide a safer and
enhanced environment for pedestrians. Furthermore, complementary traffic management
measures, including improved pedestrian crossing facilities along primary thoroughfares
would be incorporated into this 20mph zone scheme.
12.13 Any infrastructure measures would be carefully designed to cater for the needs of
disabled users including the visually impaired. Improved pedestrian signage is also
considered important to support and encourage pedestrian movement between key
destinations within and around the Town Centre. Improved signage/way marking
throughout the town are a key element to support pedestrian movement and will build on
the principles adopted within the Market Place Regeneration Scheme.
Cycling
12.14 Dudley Town Centre sits alongside the Sustrans National Cycle Network (NCN) Route
54 (Derby to Stourport), which links to Brierley Hill and Stourbridge to the southwest and
NCN Route 81 (Aberystwyth to West Bromwich) to the northeast. NCN 81 links to both
Coseley and Wolverhampton to the north and Birmingham to the south. In the Dudley
central area the route of NCN54 is not currently well established, and it is therefore
proposed to consider the most suitable route that will both clearly define the route of the
NCN and also provide good access directly into the Town Centre.
12.15 In addition, the development of a network of arterial cycle routes linking into the
surrounding residential catchment areas, and other local destinations, will be important to
support the promotion of sustainable travel choices and tourism initiatives extending across
the Black Country and supporting healthy lifestyles.
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12.16 Related to this, there is a need to provide complementary facilities for cyclists, such
as secure parking areas with cycle stands, particularly adjoining interchange facilities and
other key destinations within the Town Centre.
Policy 28 – Walking and Cycling
Dudley Council will safeguard existing walking and cycle facilities and encourage the
provision of walking and cycling infrastructure including cycle parking in and around Dudley
Town Centre.
All development should:
•
•
•
•

Consider the impact of access for all modes of transport in the town centre;
Help to increase the provision of convenient, secure parking for cycles;
Ensure good surveillance of cycle parking areas;
Improve the environment for pedestrians, people with disabilities and cyclists which
may include traffic calming, lower speed zones and better crossing facilities.

Car Parking
12.17 Town centres are considered the most sustainable locations for mixed use
development where you would expect linkages between multiple activities taking place in
close proximity (linked trips). Whilst good quality and alternative modes of sustainable
transport are important, the adequate provision of publicly available car parking is also
important to support the vitality of the Town Centre. The quantum of town centre parking
should reflect demand taking account of linked activities within the centre with a reserve to
address peak activities.
12.18 Overall there are currently adequate levels of publically available parking in the
Town Centre. However the majority of spare capacity, particularly for long stay spaces is in
the south of the centre around the Flood Street area, with a shortfall around the civic
quarter to the north of the centre. New developments should demonstrate the need or
otherwise for additional parking facilities. Wherever possible, parking should be
conveniently located in order to reduce town centre traffic movements and facilitate access
to the classified highway network. Overall car parking provision will be driven by 3 key
factors:
•
•
•

Existing demand variables affected by various policies such as price, charging
regime, time restrictions and free on-street spaces.
Future development and whether the trip is single or linked
Location of existing car parking

12.19 Any opportunity sites and proposed development should consider these three
factors along with relevant planning guidance that will assist in determining its car parking
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requirements. Not only will the proposed development need to cater for its own needs but
also cater for any displaced parking or removal of parking that facilitates the development.
Policy 29 – Car Parking
Both long and short stay parking to support the vitality and regeneration of Dudley Town
Centre should be provided. However, wider policy requirements encourage the use of
sustainable transport wherever practicable.
In addition, Dudley Council’s latest adopted ‘Parking Standards Supplementary Planning
Document – Review’ will apply to all new development proposals coming forward within the
Dudley AAP area.
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13.

Landscape, Green Infrastructure & Nature Conservation

13.1 The nature and pattern of buildings, streets, open spaces, vegetation and trees, and
their inter-relationships within the built environment are important parts of our landscape
heritage. It is important to recognise individual landscape elements within the overall
landscape in the Dudley AAP area and its immediate environs. Each contributes different
characters in the wider environment, often with complex and dynamic inter-relationships of
people, place and nature.
Geology, Views and Vistas
13.2 The Black Country Historic Landscape Characterisation Report identifies
Regeneration Corridor 11a within which the DAAP sits, as ‘Dudley North Character Area’ and
emphasises:
•
•
•

•

The limestone ridge running from Sedgley southeast towards Dudley Town Centre
The visual dominance of the ridge and its elevated position
The inclusion within the ridge of large areas of open and wooded landscapes, e.g.
Castle Hill and Wrens Nest National Nature Reserve and Mons Hill, much of which is
reclaimed from earlier quarried landscapes.
Extensive views from the elevated position of the ridge to the whole area and
forming a dominant skyline with significant landmarks e.g. Dudley Castle and Dudley
‘Top’ Church.

13.3 The town of Dudley is a very special and unique place in terms of geology. Caste Hill
was the site of the world’s first true geological map (1665), its mines was used to establish
key geophysical principles of the science and it has the UK’s first National Nature Reserve for
geology (Wrens Nest NNR).
13.4 This geology has given the town a very distinctive character of hills and valleys and
its most historic buildings take their appearance from the hard pale limestone of the town
and its cobbled stones in older byways come from nearby hills. This town is a prime geotourism area and has been the place of innovation for centuries. Many pieces of public art
that enrich the townscape have a geological theme and a new town centre geological trail
has been created as part of the Geopark provision. These are very special attributes that
give Dudley a unique heritage and many future opportunities for heritage related economy
and education.
Topography within the Town Centre
13.5 The topography of Dudley has clearly influenced the physical layout and historical
development of the town centre. This is described in detail in the Dudley Urban Historic
Landscape Characterisation study (UHLC) and in the Conservation Area Character Appraisals
for Dudley Town Centre and Castle Hill. The most prominent topographical feature of the
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town is Castle Hill with the ruins of the medieval castle providing orientation for visitors.
Another important hill in the town is the Inhedge (on the junction of Stafford Street and
Steppingstone Street where there are visually important views across to the Castle). The
High Street running north to south provides the main linear feature of the town and is
signposted at both ends by ‘Bottom Church’ and ‘Top Church’ respectively. Another but less
significant high point exists at the eastern edge of the town where views overlook the bus
station providing key views across to the Castle.
13.6 Town centre development should recognise key views and vistas to landmark
buildings and key features on high ground, in particular Dudley Castle and ‘Top’ Church as
well as various key and historical buildings which form back-drop settings for positive spaces
with good public realm. The Legibility Plan on Page 22 shows the key views and vistas,
explaining the legibility of the town environment.
13.7 Landscape elements such as trees, hedges, banks and boundary walls form an
important part of the street scene and can help to integrate new development into the
townscape. The range and type of landscape features add to, and form the character of the
town’s landscape. The environmental success or failure of a development often owes much
to the quality of its landscape setting, including the topography and response of a building
to level changes.
13.8 The quality and value of the existing landscape setting and context of the town is
therefore important. Development site proposals need to analyse and understand how their
current and future setting affects the overall townscape. To add to the sense and
uniqueness of place, the selection of hard landscape materials and street furniture should
be drawn from local references and colours where appropriate.
Landscape Character
13.9 The Landscape Character Assessment approach is a process by which the variety and
presence of different landscape elements are mapped and compared in order to determine
the boundary edges where different types of landscape are found to exist.
13.10 The range and type of landscape elements found within the town need to be
understood along with their ability to withstand and respond to the change applied to them
through development. Each development and project site is different and therefore
appropriate site survey, analysis and design principles need to be carried and submitted
through the planning application process.
Policy 30 – Landscape, Survey, Analysis and Design Principles
When producing a landscape scheme, the following design principles should be adhered to:
•

Surroundings and the site use and function will determine the nature of landscaping
for a particular site;
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•
•
•
•

It is essential that the landscaping of a site is considered from the outset as an
integral part of the design process for the development;
As many of the trees as possible are retained and that proposed buildings are at a
sufficient distance to allow them to grow healthily and/or to maturity;
Encourage boulevarding;
It is important to recognise that areas of hard landscaping, including the erection of
walls and fences, are considered as part of the overall landscape scheme. The
selection of suitable materials should include sympathetic use of both soft landscape
elements e.g. trees, shrubs and grass, as well as hard landscaping i.e. paving, steps,
etc.

Parks, Open Spaces and Recreation Provision
13.11 Well designed parks and open spaces help provide a focus for people to meet and
enjoy and play a role in promoting a healthy lifestyle. They can also bring a unique selling
point and enhance the image of a place. There is a need to safeguard them from loss or
harm, existing open space provision and to provide new and missing spaces. There is a need
to create landscape and public realm projects to provide a positive ‘green’ image for Dudley
Town Centre. Plan 18 ‘Parks, Sport, Leisure and Health’ shows their key locations.
13.12 There are three public parks within the DAAP study area which offer different
landscape characteristics: these are Priory Park, Coronation Gardens and Inhedge Gardens.
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Plan 18: Parks, Sport, Leisure and Health
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Priory Park
13.13 Priory Park is on the northern edge of the DAAP study area, covers an area of 7.7
hectares (19 acres) and is located 600m from the centre of the town. Priory Park was
opened in 1932 and retains most of its original features, notably is most striking feature is
the medieval Priory of St James which is designated a Scheduled Ancient Monument and is
Grade I listed. Priory Hall, which is a Grade II Listed Building, is also located within the park
and was built under the orders of the Earl of Dudley in 1825. The park was added to the
National Register of Parks and Gardens in 2002.
13.14 Dudley Council was awarded Heritage Lottery Funding to restore Priory Park and its
facilities. The park restoration work is now complete and the pavilion building, including
toilet facilities are open to the public. The main aim of the restoration was to conserve and
enhance the historic landscape, create a park that meets visitor’s needs, and provide a
varied range of events and activities. In support of the bid, a Conservation Management
Plan was produced which included a master plan for the park. A management and
maintenance plan was also produced which should be referred to in any future
development projects at the park.

Figure 20: Priory Park

Coronation Gardens
13.15 Coronation Gardens are located opposite the Council House and adjacent to the
Evolve Dudley College Building. The Gardens opened in 1939 and provide an attractive and
distinctive formal green space reflecting the civic focus. Located within the centre of the
space is the Apollo fountain. The Dudley War Memorial is located within the Gardens,
adding to the formal quality and character of this key green space close to the heart of the
town centre. Coronation Gardens was subject to a ERDF town centre & landscape
restoration project to get the fountain back to working order, repave paths and construct
wheelchair ramps where possible.
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Figure 21: Inhedge Gardens

Inhedge Gardens
13.16 The Inhedge gardens (also known as Horseley Gardens) formed part of large houses
with ancillary buildings, which were joined up as part of Horseley House by 1904. The
Inhedge Gardens links into the rear of Development Opportunity Site 4 and public realm
improvements in this block would greatly enhance this part of the town.
13.17 Both the Coronation and Inhedge Gardens provide meeting spaces and a key entry
into the core of the town centre and provide opportunity for enhancement.
Sport and Recreation Provision
13.18 Provision of sports and recreational facilities play a major part in the health and well
being of residents. Existing provision should be protected and new opportunities provided
via development which is integrated within green infrastructural links between the town
centre and surrounding communities.
13.19 Formal indoor public leisure provision is available via Dudley Leisure Centre, located
just outside the AAP study area, and the indoor sports hall on Tower Street constructed as
part of Dudley College Evolve Building. It is recognised that the location of the leisure centre
needs to have improved linkages to the main areas of activity within the town centre and
AAP boundary.
13.20 Currently the only sports public sports pitch within the Area Action Plan Boundary
and within walking distance is the football pitch at Priory Park. Priory Park also has a tennis
court, and a bowling green which has recently been restored. As part of the improvement of
Dudley College’s outdoor sports facilities planning permission was granted in 2013 for an allweather outdoor football pitch with associated facilities at the Priory Road playing fields.
The built pitch will complement the College’s current sports provision which includes two
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grass football pitches at Castle View (outside the AAP boundary) and the Dudley Evolve
indoor sports hall. The all weather pitch will also provide improved sports facilities for Castle
High School and much needed community sports facilities.
13.21 The amount, distribution and access to existing play and local park provision in the
Dudley AAP boundary is informed by the Dudley MBC Parks and Green Space Strategy. In
terms of the Dudley AAP plan boundary area it is well served to publicly accessible Natural
and Semi-Natural Green Space sites between 20 hectares to 99.9 hectares primarily because
of the Castle Hill Woodland Area.
13.22 However, there is an under provision of natural and semi-natural green space sites
between 2 hectares to 19.9 hectares in the Dudley AAP boundary. For example, some of the
green links between historic areas of the town to the east, south east and also the north
west of the town, lack amenity green space connections. Amenity Green Space areas are
small green areas scattered throughout the urban area which can provide areas for informal
recreation and are most commonly found in established residential areas. Within the Dudley
AAP study area, new housing development is proposed as well as the conversion of existing
commercial buildings to residential use; therefore it will be important to ensure that the
quantity and quality of green space provision is maintained and enhanced. The AAP also
recognises the importance of strengthening pedestrian and cyclist connections to existing
recreational.
Policy 31 – Public Open Space
The following public open space areas, as shown on the Policies Map, will be protected and
enhanced or extended as part of development proposals and other initiatives:
•
•
•

Priory Park
Coronation Gardens
Inhedge Gardens

Other areas of green open space, in private or public ownership, within the AAP plan area
will be protected where they provide:
•
•
•
•

An important component of local distinctiveness;
Enhanced visual amenity;
A facility for informal recreation, formal sporting recreation or children’s play;
An area of value for nature conservation and biodiversity.

13.23 ‘Public realm’ can be defined as all areas that the public have access to including
streets, squares and open spaces. It is considered necessary to introduce greenery into the
AAP’s urban environment and resolve the competing needs of vehicles and pedestrians
moving through the town centre. The quality of the public realm encountered, along with
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signage and legibility for visitors to understand and enjoy, is an important part in the role of
the town centre.
13.24 Within the town centre, the Market Place forms a key central focus and major area
of public realm which has been renewed through a high quality public realm landscape
project. New paving, brand new stalls, canopies, feature lighting and new street furniture, as
well as the relocation of the Duncan Edwards Statue to a more prominent place at the New
Street end of the market, creates a vibrant and attractive space at the heart of the town
centre.

Figure 22: Market Place

13.25 Significant development projects, such as the campus buildings of Dudley College,
have provided quality public realm. This demonstrates that the landscape and public realm
setting is a key aspect to the overall perception and confidence of new and regenerated
built form. Stone Street and its connections via Priory Street and St James’s Road is a
significant public space for Dudley. Wherever there is likely to be a concentration of people,
major public spaces make a vital contribution to the structure of a town centre. Protection
and enhancement of key squares and public open spaces within Dudley Town Centre is
important to enhance activity and require high quality landscape treatment. Where
opportunities present themselves, the development of new ‘pocket parks’ should be
encouraged for people to relax and enjoy the town centre.
13.26 At Castle Hill public realm is undergoing major investment and improvements. The
proposals would assist in the development of the visitor economy of the Borough and in
particular an expansion in visitor numbers at the Zoological Gardens, The Black Country
Living Museum and The Dudley Canal Trust as well as facilitating the development and
regeneration of Dudley Town Centre as a centre for entertainment, leisure and recreation.
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Policy 32 – Public Realm
The quality of streets and open spaces will be improved through development or local
initiatives having regard to the following measures:
•

•

•

The provision of high quality hard landscaping, furniture, lighting, signage and art to
help create a clear identity for the Town Centre. Strategies could be prepared to
coordinate the choice and location of these features;
Mature tree planting and other landscaping will assist the ‘greening’ of the Town
Centre and provide multifunctional green links to areas of nature conservation
significance;
Streets and spaces will be designed so that pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles can mix
safely, with priority given to pedestrians where possible.
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Figure 23: Public realm in High Street including
tribute to Dudley Poet Ben Boucher

103 Public Realm
Plan 19: Existing

Nature Conservation
13.27 The Dudley AAP area contains a rich and diverse natural history where its soils are
influenced by many different underlying rock types that affect the plants that grow on them
and the natural habitats created. The AAP sets out a vision for environmental improvement
and recognises that nature conservation, geodiversity and biodiversity are essential
components of environmental quality for the local area. The AAP recognises the importance
of maintaining, protecting and sensitively enhancing the designated geodiversity and
biodiversity and other green space sites network (such as parks and green corridors) so that
it can continue to provide vital support to local biodiversity.
13.28 Dudley Town Centre is located within the vicinity of the internationally important
Wrens Nest National Nature Reserve (NNR) which is recognised for its exceptionally rare
and well preserved fossils in life position, and is a classic geological site of exceptional
importance to the understanding of the geological history of the UK. Wrens Nest also has
national designation as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and is also a Local Nature
Reserve (LNR), a National Nature Reserve (NNR) and Scheduled Ancient Monument. Wrens
Nest is home to a number of species of birds, invertebrates, mammals and locally rare plant
species. Wrens Nest is located within the vicinity of the north-west boundary of the Dudley
Town Centre AAP. The Limestone rock at Wrens Nest provides an environment where a
distinct range of habitats and species of plants and animals are found. Many of these plants
are locally rare and Wrens Nest is one of the few places in the West Midlands where
attractive plants like Quaking Grass and Hoary Plantain can be seen. The rare limestone
grassland at Wren’s Nest also supports high numbers of common Spotted Orchid, Bee
Orchid and Pyramid Orchid.
13.29 Closely located to Dudley Town Centre is Castle Hill Woodland which is a Site of
Importance for Nature Conservation (SINC); this is important for both its geological and
nature conservation value. The mature deciduous woodland at Castle Hill provides an
important wildlife habitat for numerous bird species and mammals. The Castle Hill mature
deciduous woodland habitat and the immediately adjacent Peggy’s Meadow Site of Local
Importance for Nature Conservation (SLINC) provide an important natural green space
connecting wildlife corridor linking in to the nearby Wrens Nest NNR. Ash, Sycamore and
Beech trees are the most common trees to be found at Castle Hill woodland.
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Plan 20: Existing Nature Conservation and Geological Features of Interest
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Protecting and enhancing Key Nature Conservation Sites and Corridors
13.30 Areas of importance for geodiversity and biodiversity are protected through Core
Strategy Policy ENV1 ‘Nature Conservation’ and the Dudley Borough Development Strategy
Policy S19: ‘Dudley Borough’s Green Network,’ Policy S20: ‘The Borough’s Geology,’ Policy
S21: ‘Nature Conservation Enhancement,’ and Policy S23: Green Belt.
13.31 Dudley Council has undertaken an ecological habitat survey review of the Castle Hill
Woodland SINC and Peggy’s Meadow SLINC. These surveys provide a record of the number
of different plant and animal species present within each site as well as the habitat value
and quality of individual wildlife sites. The surveys also identify a range of potential
management suggestions for each of the sites to help maintain, protect and sensitively
improve their wildlife habitat value.
13.32 For the Castle Hill woodland SINC management, suggestions included thinning of
dense scrub to allow slower growing native tree species and native woodland plants to
become established, control of invasive plant species such as Japanese Knotweed, public
signposting and display wildlife interpretation panels and maintenance of the public
pathway network to improve public access. For Peggy’s Meadow SLINC, management
suggestions included thinning of dense undergrowth to allow a greater range of floral
species, control of invasive plant species such as Japanese Knotweed and hay meadow
management. The surveys provide part of the supporting evidence base which has been
used to help inform nature conservation focused policies within the Dudley AAP.
13.33 The extensive disused limestone mining caverns at both Wrens Nest and Castle Hill
woodland are also a nationally important hibernation and colonisation site for seven
different species of bat. Pipistrelle bats can commonly be seen on Castle Hill and adjoining
green space areas in the summer months and Horseshoe bats have also been sighted.
Natters, Brandt’s and Daubenton’s bats regularly use Big Ben Cavern (within the Castle Hill
Woodland area) for roosting. The Castle Hill Woodland, Peggy’s Meadow and the nearby
Wrens Nest NNR woodland and open grassland areas offer a wide range of foraging habitats
for bats. The Robert Stebbings Dark Bat Corridor (2012) specifically identifies the Priory Park
(green space area), Castle Hill Woodland, Peggy’s Meadow (Castle Hill), and the corridor
network.
13.34 The policies and allocations within the Dudley AAP have been subject to a Habitats
Regulation Assessment (HRA) Screening Report which concluded that there are no likely
significant effects on designated Natura 2000 sites and their habitats.
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Figure 24: Castle Hill Woodland

Policy 33 – Nature Conservation
All developments will:
•
•

•

Safeguard and, enhance areas of nature conservation value, including SSSI’ SINC’s
and SLINCS as shown on the Policies Map;
Protect and improve geological features including wildlife corridors and their
environs which provide essential migration routes through the Black country to its
countryside edges, through sensitive enhancement and restoration, with particular
emphasis on strengthening and enhancing their role as bat migration and foraging
corridors;
Remove invasive non-native plant species, such as Japanese Knotweed.

Development should provide additional beneficial features as are relevant to the site, such
as:
•
•
•
•

Increase the provision of wildlife friendly landscaping and/or safeguarding and
exposing geological formations of value;
Green roofs and walls;
Locally native tree planting;
Wildlife friendly Sustainable Urban Design Systems (SUDS).

Development proposals which, following any proposed mitigation, would result in
unacceptably harmful impacts to the function and role of existing designated nature
conservation habitats and connecting wildlife corridors will not be permitted.
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14. Delivery, Monitoring and Review
14.1 The policies set out in this Area Action Plan will be delivered by numerous
mechanisms. Delivery of the proposals and guiding regeneration within Dudley Town Centre
and its environs requires a co-ordinated approach and the commitment of a wide range of
different organisations and the local community. There is a history of partnership working in
Dudley and the implementation process is anticipated to continue to be driven forward and
co-ordinated through joint working between Dudley Council, landowners, developers, local
residents, business communities, service providers and other key organisations who have a
stake in the future of Dudley.
14.2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dudley Council has a pivotal role to play in this process, through:
Development Management as the Local Planning Authority;
Facilitating the implementation of the required infrastructure;
Providing advice at feasibility/design stage;
As a landowner and development partner;
Utilising land assembly powers;
Working closely with town centre retailers, other businesses, the local community
and landowners; and
Promoting investment opportunities.

14.3 Investment will be required primarily from the private sector into the identified
Development Opportunity Sites; however, public sector investment can play an important
complementary role, for example by enhancing the public realm and making the Town
Centre more attractive to investors. The Implementation Framework in Appendix 3 sets out
the mechanisms for delivery of a number of priority projects identified as well as the
Development Opportunity Sites identified on the Policies Map.
Planning Obligations and Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
14.4 Where appropriate and justified, Dudley Council seeks planning obligations from
developers and landowners to fund the infrastructure, services and public facilities that are
needed to cope with the additional demands brought on by the new development and
mitigate any harmful effects: this includes the provision of Affordable Housing. Planning
obligations will be sought in accordance with the Black Country Core Strategy (Policy DEL1)
and Dudley Council's adopted Planning Obligations SPD. Further information on the
Council’s approach to Planning Obligations can be found at:
http://www.dudley.gov.uk/resident/planning/planning-policy/local-developmentframework/planning-obs-spd/
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14.5 Dudley Council’s CIL Charging Schedule was implemented on 1st October 2015. This
means that, subject to the requirements of the CIL Charging Schedule, any planning
permission that first permits development (i.e. where the decision date is) on or after 1st
October 2015 will be liable for CIL. Dudley’s CIL charges apply to certain residential and
retail developments and are based on the size, type and location of the development
proposed. CIL monies received will be used to fund infrastructure to support new
development across the Borough in line with infrastructure listed on the Council’s
Regulation 123 List. Further information on the Council’s CIL Charging Schedule can be
found at:
http://www.dudley.gov.uk/resident/planning/planning-policy/local-developmentframework/cil/
Monitoring and Review
14.6 The success of this AAP will be judged by the degree to which the policies and
proposals deliver the vision and objectives. Monitoring will play a vital part in identifying
any barriers to this delivery and implementation and any reviews where required in light of
changes to national, sub-regional or local circumstances.
14.7 The Monitoring Framework below will measure the delivery of the proposals against
specified time-scales and will assess the effectiveness of the policies against specified
targets. The results from this monitoring will be presented annually in Dudley’s ‘Authority’s
Monitoring Report.’
Policy / Objective

Indicator

Target

Delivery Agency

Chapter 5:
‘Sustainable PlaceMaking’

The number of 0
planning
applications granted
permission contrary
to
the
recommendation of
Urban Design

Dudley Council

POLICY 6:
Sustainable Urban
Drainage Systems
(SUDS) and Flood
Risk

Proportion of major 100%
planning
permissions within
the AAP including
appropriate SUDS

Developers/
Landowners
Environment Agency
Dudley Council

Chapter 6:
Development
Opportunity Sites
Policies 7 – 13

Quantity and type of

In accordance with Developers/Landowners
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development
granted planning
permission at each
Opportunity Site
(Sites 1 – 7)

the Development
Opportunity Sites Dudley Council
policies

Number of
additional new
dwellings (gross)
completed within
the AAP area

360 net additional Developers/Landowners
residential dwelling
completions
by Dudley Council
2026

Policy 15: Retail
Floorspace

Amount of
additional
comparison retail
floorspace provided
in the Primary
Shopping Area

15,000 m2 gross Developers/Landowners
comparison
floorspace by 2026 Dudley Council

Policy 15: Retail
Floorspace

Amount of
additional
convenience retail
floorspace provided
in the Primary
Shopping Area

5,000
m2
net Developers/Landowners
convenience
floorspace by 2026 Dudley Council

Policy 16: Primary
Frontages

Proportion of units Less than 35%
in
the
Primary
Frontage occupied
by uses other than
Use Class A1 Shops

Housing Allocations
Policy 14

Chapter 7:
Shopping and Town
Centre Uses

Developers/Landowners
Dudley Council

No instances where Developers/Landowners
there are more
than two non-retail Dudley Council
uses adjacent to
each other

Policy 16: Primary
Frontages

Bunching of units
used for other than
Use Class A1 Shops
in
the
Primary
Frontage

Policy 17: Land uses
outside Dudley’s
Primary Shopping
Area

Amount of new 0
retail
floorspace
(Use Class A1 Shops)
granted
planning
permission in the
Town Centre but
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Developers/Landowners
Dudley Council

outside the Primary
Shopping Area
Chapter 8: Housing
Policy 18: Housing Number of
within the Dudley affordable housing
AAP Boundary
units completed as a
percentage of total
new housing

Chapter 11: Historic The number of
Environment
planning
applications granted
permission contrary
to the
recommendations of
the Historic
Environment Officer
Chapter
12:
Transport, Access
and Movement
Policy 28: Walking
and Cycling

Policy 29 Car
Parking

25% of the total
number of
residential units
completed to be
affordable (target
as set on Core
Strategy Policy
HOU3 and Dudley
Borough
Development
Strategy Policy L3)
0

Developers/Landowners
Dudley Council
Registered Social
Landlords (RSLs)

Dudley Council

Percentage
of 100%
developments
to
install
its
proportionate
amount
of
cycleways and other
associated
townscape
improvements onsite or within the
AAP boundary

Developers/Landowners

Appropriate level of 100%
parking provided by
new development
within the Dudley
AAP boundary in
accordance
with
Dudley
Council’s

Developers/Landowners
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Dudley Council
External Funding
Agencies

Dudley Council

Chapter 13:
Landscape, Green
Infrastructure

Nature
Conservation

Adopted
Parking
Standards.
The number of 0
planning
applications granted
permission contrary
to
the
recommendation of
the
Landscape
Officer

Dudley Council

Reduction in SINC 0
area
permitted
through
planning
approvals which is
not fully mitigated
and/or
compensated for

Dudley Council

Reduction in SLINC 0
area
permitted
through
planning
approvals which is
not fully mitigated
and/or
compensated for

Dudley Council
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Appendix 1: Policies Map
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Appendix 2: The Dudley AAP Framework Explanatory Note for the Key
Existing assets
Key landmark buildings – these buildings stand out from the rest of the buildings and
provide a reference point, they include Dudley Castle, St Edmund Church and St Thomas
Church.
Key views (to be protected) – these are key views to the landmark buildings from public
spaces and streets. They should be protected from the incursion of any new development.
Buildings (to be refurbished/reused) – these buildings have historic/architectural value to
the town centre’s visual identity and should best be refurbished and reused. They include
buildings such as those that surround Stone Street Square, the former General Post Office in
Wolverhampton Street.
Public spaces – these spaces offer public access and enjoyment; they include Market Place,
Stone Street Square, the space around the Statue of the Earl of Dudley and the new zoo
plaza.
Green spaces (potential to be improved) – these spaces offers public access and
enjoyment, they include Coronation Gardens, Inhedge Gardens and Priory Park.
External spaces (Dudley College) – these spaces are un-gated and mainly used by students
but offer public access. They are controlled and managed by the College.
Streets (potential to be improved) – these existing streets currently give priority to vehicles.
Street improvement may include widening footways, narrowing carriageways, reducing
corner radii, de-cluttering, paving, street furniture, soft landscaping, signage and lighting
which would all provide a better street environment for pedestrians.
Historic routes/passages (potential to be improved) – they should be protected and
enhanced by reinstatement of historically acceptable paving, signage, public art and lighting,
increasing natural surveillance from adjacent properties and introducing active frontages on
the ground floor to overlook the passages.
Pedestrian links (potential to be strengthened) – these links provide a direct and
convenient route to key destinations but their current environmental quality is poor.
Environmental improvement may include new paving, signage and introducing active
frontages on the ground floor alongside the overall routes.
Junctions (potential to be improved) – these are street crossing points with conflict
between pedestrians and vehicles. Improvement may include de-cluttering, reducing corner
radius, signage and traffic calming measures.
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Gateways (potential to be strengthened) – these are key entrance points into the town
centre. Improvements could include a stronger building presence, landscape features,
signage, public art and lighting.
Car parking facilities – these are major public car parks. They include Stafford Street,
Trident Centre and Castle Hill.
Former Gala Bingo
Refurbish and reuse – for leisure related use.
Demolition and redevelopment – for tourism and leisure related uses.
Potential new assets
New building frontage (with active ground floor) – new development should provide active
frontage on the floor facing the public realm (public realm includes street, public space and
green space). Active frontage includes shop, cafe, restaurant, workshop and office.
Option sites (OS) – see ‘Opportunity Sites’ for development options.
New landmark features – this new development/building refurbishment should incorporate
a landmark feature on the corner. Landmark features can include slightly taller buildings,
special architectural features, a change of external building material or colour and lighting
the corner at night.
New public spaces - these spaces offer public access and enjoyment. They should include
high quality paving, street furniture, signage, lighting, a balance of hard and soft landscape
and public art. They would benefit in being animated by uses such as restaurants, cafes, bars
and shops. Priority should be given to pedestrians over vehicles within these spaces.
New green spaces - offer public access and enjoyment. They should comprise
predominantly soft landscape with tree planting. They should be overlooked by active
frontages.
New recreation route – this route is designed for pedestrians and a future land train
operating to link the three major tourist attractions of Dudley Zoo, Black Country Living
Museum and Dudley Canal Trust together.
New sport facilities – this is a sports facility designed as part of the expanded Dudley
College facilities.
New cycleway – this suggests the potential to extend the existing National Cycleway Route
through Dudley in a way that increases cycling permeability.
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Improve transport interchange – this recognises the ambitions of Centro and the Council to
achieve major improvements to the town’s transport interchange, incorporating better bus
travel facilities and Midland Metro.
Proposed Metro line – a metro corridor route is safeguarded through the AAP.
Proposed Metro stops – are identified as part of the Midland Metro Line 3 through Dudley.
Potential new car parking facilities – these are new car parks in the form of multi-deck
levels, several of which would be integrated through approved food store developments.
They should be wrapped around by active frontages overlooking the public realm.
Re-open station with park and ride facilities – there is an opportunity to consider reopening Blowers Green Station to the south-west of the town centre for passenger and park
and ride facilities as part of the Metro/light rapid transit options.
Light rapid transit system – Light Transit connection to Dudley Port railway station.
Light Rail Track and Innovation Centre – Centre of Excellence In Very Light Rail Technology
Please note that more detail on all of the considerations that have influenced the
Framework advice is provided in the Urban Design Evidence Base document.
Please also note that detail is provided in the Landscape Evidence Base document that
relates in particular to multifunctional landscape, public realm and public art considerations
which includes more detailed advice in respect of green spaces, streets, public realm, parks,
play and nature conservation and the ongoing programme of physical improvement work
being carried out by the Council.
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Appendix 3: Implementation Framework
Dudley Town Centre has witnessed significant change over recent years. The Town has
benefited from a significant investment in public realm and has been successful in securing
investment in the form of heritage lottery funding for Townscape Heritage (THI). The THI
scheme has witnessed the repair and architectural reinstatement of many features in the
Town’s buildings resulting from grant funding and private investment. Similarly money has
been secured from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) to deliver a number of
key projects within the Town Centre which will deliver jobs, houses and heritage based
improvements to the built environment.
The Council has also submitted a successful second phase bid for a further THI for Dudley Town
Centre which will bring in over a million pounds worth of grant investment to accompany
private investment in the Town.
New Heritage Regeneration Limited (NHR Ltd) is an independent arms length company working
in partnership with Dudley Council in actively promoting regeneration schemes in Dudley Town
Centre. A structured approach to programme management has been set up and is operating as
set out in the NHR Business Plan. A number of projects have been identified and individual
programmes have been established for each project.
Delivery Group
As part of the delivery groups remit the opportunity sites contained within this implementation
framework will be constantly project managed and monitored to ensure outputs are being
achieved effectively.
Project

Lead
Organisation
Development Private
Opportunity
developer led
Site 1 – King
with active
Street/Flood
engagement
Street
from Dudley
Council
related to
landholdings
Development Private
Opportunity
developer led
Site 2 –
with active
Trindle Road/ engagement
Hall Street/
from Dudley
Birdcage Walk Council
related to
landholdings

Land
Assembly
Falcon House
and the
majority of the
car parking
areas are
owned by the
Council.

Funding

Deliverability Potential and
Viability
Private
There is potential for further
Sector
appropriate town centre uses
funded with including residential
partial
development.
funding
from DMBC,
NHRL

DMBC and
private sector

Private
Sector
funded

Planning permission exists
for a mixed use scheme
including a foodstore, nonfood retail, restaurants,
leisure uses, housing, and
small-scale offices.
The
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Bus

Station

Project

Lead
Organisation

Development
Opportunity
Site 3: Tower
Street/Castle
Street

DMBC and
private
sector

Land
Assembly

Funding

Mixed
ownership,
although
DMBC own
most of the
existing
surface level
car park
Private
DMBC, private
developer led sector
with active
engagement
from Dudley
Council
related to
landholdings

DMBC and
private
sector

Development
Opportunity
Site 5: Upper
High Street/
King Street

DMBC, HLF
Private
developer led
with active
engagement
from Dudley
Council
related to
landholdings

DMBC, HLF,
capital
receipts

Development
Opportunity
Site 6:
Abberley
Street / King
Street

Private
developer led
with active
engagement
from Dudley
Council
related to
landholdings
Private
developer led
with active

DMBC, private
sector

DMBC,
Private
sector

DMBC, private
sector

DMBC,
Private
sector

Development
Opportunity
Site 4: Trident
Centre/Upper
High Street

Development
Opportunity
Site 7: Castle
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Potentially
land
receipts and
other
sources
including
HCA

Deliverability Potential and
Viability
Redevelopment Options will
be important to create a
connected and appropriate
transport interchange to
serve the town and wider
area.
A partial or comprehensive
redevelopment is considered
appropriate on this site, with
a focus on the underused
land fronting Tower Street.

The site is in multiple land
ownership. There has been
some developer interest in
residential conversion of the
upper floors of the centre.
There is an opportunity to
enhance
the
Inhedge
Gardens Open Space and
funding mechanisms are
being explored.
The site is currently quite
run-down. The site is also
within the Conservation Area
and contains a number of
buildings
which
are
recognised as Heritage Assets
therefore
sensitive/
appropriate redevelopment
is required.
This site contains a number
of vacant buildings. There has
currently little developer
interest but redevelopment
elsewhere should act as a
catalyst for regeneration in
this area.
The Council and the visitor
attraction partners aim to
implement
a
strategic

Project
Hill/Tipton
Road

Castle Hill
Projects:
- Castle Hill
Infrastructure
Works;
- Pedestrian
link between
town centre
and Dudley
Zoo and
Castle
THI projects

Lead
Organisation
engagement
from Dudley
Council
related to
landholdings

Land
Assembly

Funding

DMBC led
with active
engagement
from NHR
and private
developers

DMBC, Dudley
Zoo

ERDF, HLF,
DMBC,
NHR,
Dudley Zoo
and Castle

DMBC in
partnership
with NHR
and private
developers

DMBC, Private
Sector

THI with
private
sector
support

Deliverability Potential and
Viability
package of improvements to
the wider Castle Hill area.
Retail
and
other
development that is based on
heritage, craft and tourism
that is directly connected to
and
ancillary
to
the
promotion of Castle Hill as a
major tourist attraction will
be supported.
The VLR Project will be a
significant scheme (Outline
Permission 2016) within this
area.
DMBC, NHR and Dudley Zoo
have agreed to prepare a
joint revised approach to
delivery of development at
Castle Hill. This will include a
programme of infrastructure
works to the base of the
Castle Hill.

A key objective in this area is
to deliver improvements to
notable historic buildings
through the THI programme.
THI 1 is now complete and
THI 2 will commence in 2017.
The Council has a schedule of
properties that it sees as
being able to contribute to
the second phase.
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Appendix 4: Saved UDP Policies Superseded by the Dudley AAP
This Area Action Plan updates and replaces part of the Dudley Unitary Development Plan (UDP
2005). The policies and allocations in this document therefore supersede the UDP and its
Proposals Map in providing the statutory development plan framework for Dudley Town
Centre.
The table below lists the policies in the UDP superseded by the Dudley Area Action Plan:
UDP Policy
Comment
Dudley sub chapter (section 4.1) introductory text as ‘Overall Wholly superseded by the
Strategy and Vision’
Dudley Area Action Plan
(AAP)
Dudley Town Centre Inset Proposals Map
Wholly superseded by the
Dudley AAP Policies Map
Policy DTC1 Thoroughfares and Public Spaces
Policy DTC2 Street Blocks
These policies comprise the
Policy DTC2 (i) Block 1 – Market Place North
Dudley sub chapter of the
Policy DTC2 (ii) Block 2 – Market Place South
UDP (section 4.1) and are
Policy DTC2 (iii) Block 3 – Castle Street/Tower Street
each wholly superseded by
Policy DTC2 (iv) Block 4 – Tower Street/Ednam Road
the Dudley AAP
Policy DTC2 (v) Block 6 – Broadway/Castle Hill
Policy DTC2 (vi) Block 7 – Upper High Street/Trident Centre
Policy DTC2 (vii) Block 8 – Upper High Street/King Street
Policy DTC2 (viii) Block 9 – Upper High Street/Top Church
Policy DTC2 (ix) Block 11 – Stone Street/Priory Street
Policy DTC2 (x) Block 14 – St James’s Road/Priory Street
Policy DTC2 (xi) Block 17 – St James’s Road/Priory Road
Policy DTC2 (xii) Block 21 – King Street/Flood Street
Policy DTC2 (xiii) Block 22 – King Street/Vicar Street
Policy DTC2 (xiv) Block 23 – Hall Street/Porter Street
Policy DTC2 (xv) Block 25 – Bourne Street/Castle Hill
Policy DTC2 (xvi) Established Areas (Blocks 5, 10, 12, 13, 15,
16, 18, 19, 20 and 24)
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Appendix 5: Glossary
Affordable Housing: housing designed to meet the needs of households whose incomes are not
sufficient to allow them to purchase decent and appropriate housing for their needs. Affordable
housing comprises both social housing and intermediate housing.
Archaeological interest: There will be archaeological interest in a heritage asset if it holds, or
potentially may hold, evidence of past human activity worthy of expert investigation at some
point. Heritage assets with archaeological interest are the primary source of evidence about the
substance and evolution of places, and of the people and cultures that made them.
Area Action Plan (AAP): A Development Plan Document that sets a planning framework for a
specific area of significant change or conservation.
Biodiversity: The whole variety of life on earth. It includes all species of plants and animals,
their genetic variation and the ecosystems of which they are a part.
Black Country Core Strategy: Sets out the vision and strategy for future development in the
Black Country. This document has been prepared by Dudley Council, Sandwell Council, Walsall
Council and Wolverhampton City Council and contains a set of key policies which set out the
spatial planning strategy for the area.
Building for Life: Building for Life is a scheme led by CABE and the Home Builders Federation
and is supported by the Government as the standard for the design quality of new homes.
Twenty questions cover: character, roads, parking and pedestrianisation, design and
construction and environment and community. A scheme that meets 14 of the 20 questions is
eligible to apply for a silver standard and schemes that meet 16 or more will be considered fora
gold standard.
Burgage Plot: The property owned by a burgess in a medieval town. As burgesses congregated
around the marketplace and main streets, space at the front was at a premium. Burgage plots
are therefore characteristically long and narrow, with a row of outbuildings stretching to the
rear of the house and shop. The pattern of burgage plots is often evident from old maps and
sometimes can still be discerned on the ground.
Code for Sustainable Homes: The Code for Sustainable Homes has been developed to measure
the sustainability of a home against design categories, rating the ‘whole house’ as a complete
package. The design categories include: energy / co2, water, materials, surface water runoff,
waste, pollution, health and well being, management and ecology. The code uses a
sustainability rating system indicated by stars from one to six stars. It is closely linked to
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Building Regulations and is intended that the Code will signal the future direction of Building
Regulations in relation to carbon emissions and energy use in homes.
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL): The Community Infrastructure Levy, introduced by the
Government in 2010, will allow Local Authorities in England and Wales to raise funds from
developers undertaking new building projects in their area. The money will be used to fund a
wide range of infrastructure that is needed as a result of development.
Community Facilities: Education, health and social facilities such as schools, libraries, health
centres, hospitals, community/day centres, churches, post offices, public houses and local
shops. Essential facilities are those which residents require access to on a daily or weekly basis.
Comparison Shopping: Comparison retailing is the provision of items not obtained on a
frequent basis. These include clothing, footwear, household and recreational goods.
Conservation Area: An area designated under Section 69 of the Town and Country Planning Act
1990 where it is desirable to preserve or enhance the character of its special architectural or
historic interest.
Convenience shopping: Convenience retailing is the provision of everyday essential items,
including food, drinks, newspapers/magazines and confectionery.
Cultural facilities: Any building or structure used for programs or activities involving the arts or
other endeavours that encourage refinement or development of the mind.
Density: The term density is used to describe the scale of development on a site and in terms of
housing it describes the existing or proposed number of dwellings per hectare.
Development Plan Document (DPD): Any part of the Local Development Framework that forms
part of the statutory development plan (i.e. Core Strategy, Area Action Plans, proposals map
and site allocations)
Edge-of-centre: For retail purposes, a location that is well connected to and within easy walking
distance (i.e. up to 300 metres) of the primary shopping area. For all other main town centre
uses, this is likely to be within 300 metres of a town centre boundary. In determining whether a
site falls within the definition of edge-of-centre, account should be taken of local
circumstances. For example, local topography will affect pedestrian’s perceptions of easy
walking distance from the centre. Other considerations include barriers, such as crossing major
roads and car parks, the attractiveness and perceived safety of the route, and the strength of
attraction and size of the town centre. A site will not be well connected to a centre where it is
physically separated from it by a barrier such as a major road, railway line or river and there is
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no existing or proposed pedestrian route which provides safe and convenient access to the
centre.
Employment Land: Land containing employment land uses such as industrial factories,
warehousing, offices, business uses, storage and distribution uses.
Geodiversity: The variety of rocks, fossils, minerals, landforms and soil along with the natural
processes that shape the landscape.
Geomorphological: Relating to the form or surface features of the earth.
Green Infrastructure: The sub-regional network of protected sites, nature reserves,
greenspaces and greenway linkages. The linkages include river corridors and flood plains,
migration routes and features of the landscape which are important as wildlife corridors
including street trees and urban parks.
Green roofs and walls: roofs or exterior walls with naturalistic plantings or self-established
vegetation which can provide a habitat for biodiversity.
Green Space: Any vegetated land or water within or adjoining an urban area. This includes
green corridors, rivers and canals, urban woodlands, grassed areas and areas of natural and
semi-natural greenspace of value for nature conservation. It also includes parks, playing fields,
children’s play areas, cemeteries, allotments and countryside located on the urban fringe.
Habitat: The natural surroundings in which an animal or plat usually lives.
Heritage Asset: A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a
degree of significance meriting consideration in planning decisions, because of its heritage
interest. A heritage asset includes designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local
planning authority (including local listing).
Historic Buildings and the Sites and Monuments Record: A comprehensive database for the
management of the Historic Environment.
Historic environment: All aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction between
people and places through time, including all surviving physical remains of past human activity,
whether visible, buried or submerged, and landscaped and planted or managed flora.
Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC): An analytical tool that can aid the better
understanding and appreciation of historic character and local distinctiveness of the landscape.
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Infrastructure: Resources serving society’s needs, including roads, sewers, schools, hospitals,
railways, communication networks etc.
Leisure and Recreation Facilities: Cinemas, restaurants, drive-through restaurants, bars and
pubs, night-clubs, casinos, health and fitness centres, swimming pools, indoor sports halls and
leisure centres, indoor bowling centres, indoor tennis courts, ice rinks, and bingo halls.
Lifetime Homes: A Lifetime Home incorporates 16 design features that together create a
flexible blue print for accessible and adaptable housing. The Lifetime Homes concept increases
choice, independence and longevity of tenure, vital to individual and community well being.
Listed Building: Building or other structure of special architectural or historic interest included
on a statutory list and assigned a grade (I, II* or II).
Local Development Document (LDD): Sets out planning policy for a specific topic or geographic
area.
Local Development Scheme (LDS): States what Local Development Framework documents will
be produced, in what order and by when. Also contains details of monitoring and review.
Out-of-centre: A location which is not in or on the edge of a centre not necessarily outside the
urban area.
Main Town Centre Uses: These are defined in full in the NPPF and include retail development,
leisure and entertainment facilities, the more intensive sport and recreation uses, offices and
arts, culture and tourism development.
Mixed Use Development: any development, or even a single building, that blends a
combination of residential, commercial, cultural, institutional, or industrial uses, where those
functions are physically and functionally integrated.
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF): The NPP, adopted in March 2012, sets out the
Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to be applied.
Night time Economy: Bars, restaurants, night clubs which attract visitors to a town centre
during the evenings which all helps to support a vibrant night time economy and generate a
revenue stream for the town centre.
Opportunity Sites: Sites where major development or redevelopment is anticipated.
Out-of-centre: A location which is not in or on the edge of a centre, not necessarily outside the
urban area.
Planning Obligation: A binding legal agreement requiring a developer or landowner to provide
or contribute towards facilities, infrastructure or other measures, in order for planning
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permission to be granted. Planning Obligations are normally secured under Section 106 of the
Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
Previously developed land: Land which is or was occupied by a permanent structure, including
the curtiage of the developed land (except residential gardens) and any associated fixed surface
infrastructure. It excludes land that was previously developed but where the remains of the
permanent structure or fixed surface structure have blended into the landscape in the process
of time.
Primary Shopping Area: Defined area where retail development is concentrated (generally
comprising the primary and those secondary frontages which are next to and closely related to
the primary shopping frontage).
Protected frontage: Protected frontages are protected for retail uses to be the predominant
use.
Public Realm: The streets and spaces between buildings.
Public Right of Way: A public right of way is a route over which the public has a right to pass.
Public rights of way are more commonly known as footpaths (for use on foot only) or a
bridleway (for use by horses, bicycles or on foot). Public footpaths are not to be confused with
highway footpaths, which are pavements to the side of the road.
Renewable Energy: Renewable energy covers those energy flows that occur naturally and
repeatedly in the environment – from the wind, the fall of water, the movement of oceans,
from the sun (solar power) and biomass.
Spatial Planning: Goes beyond traditional land use planning to bring together wider community
strategies and initiatives which influence the nature of places and how they function. This
means addressing issues such as health, employment, community cohesion, crime and social
exclusion.
Stakeholders: People who have an interest in the activities and achievements of Dudley
Council, including residents, local communities of interest, partners, employees, customers,
shareholders, suppliers, opinion leaders, regulators and “hard to reach” groups.
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA): Assessment of potential policies and proposals on
the environment, including proposed mitigation measures.
Streetscape: The overall character, design quality and particular physical elements which are
formed by a combination of building facades, signage, paving, street furniture, lighting, trees
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and other plantings. The quality of these elements and the degree to which they complement
each other determine the quality of the streetscape.
Supermarkets: Self-service stores selling mainly food with a trading floorspace less than 2,500
sq metres, often with car parking.
Superstores: Self-service stores selling mainly food, or food and non-food goods, usually with
more than 2,500 sq metres trading floorspace, with supporting car parking.
Sustainability Appraisal (SA): Assesses the impacts of policies and proposals on economic,
social and environmental aspects, to reflect sustainable development principles.
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS): A design philosophy that uses a range of techniques to
manage surface water as close to the source as possible. It can use permeable surfaces and
wetland features to capture rainwater and slowly release it into the ground.
Town Centre: Defined area, including the primary shopping area and areas of predominantly
leisure, business and other main town centre uses within or adjacent to the primary shopping
area.
Townscape: The appearance and character of buildings and all other features of an urban area
taken together as a whole.
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